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The Christian ministry is a •high calling*. The early founiers of
this country regarded it in such high esteem that they founied Harvard
University in I636. Hy this act they hoped to insure posterity against
an ignorant ministry. At this time, however, the Negro was a slave in
America. In I863, the Negro was freed from slavery. Since that time,
educational opportunities have become more numerous for him. Although
he has been free 95 years, the Negro ministry among Baptists in South
Carolina is still predominatly an "ignorant ministry", "Ignorant" is
used in the sense of formal training because it is recognized that some
ministers in the right places without formal training have dom a great
work.
With the three Baptist colleges available within a hundred mile
radius of most of the ministers in South Carolina, why is there a
necessity to have extension centers? What are some of the character¬
istics of these men who are not able to go to seminaries before they
accept a charge?
The Problem
StatenBnt of the Problem. It was the purpose of this study (1) to
discover some of the characteristics of these ministers; and (2) the
necessity for extension work among them as revealed through a q^uestion-
naire study of the ministers enrolled in the Benedict extension classes and
(3) to show the relation between their ages, responsibilities and schooling.
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Importance of the Study* Mucation for leadership in secular fields
has been stressed edl over the world* The Negro ministers with vdalch this '
study was concerned were town and country pastors or aspirants* Ministers
in the rural town and country situations should have more education than
the urban pastor because they have much more to cope with* This is due
to a lack of many resident professionals such as one would find in the
city. This is i>ointed out by anith who states*
In any church the minister is a key figure* but
in the town and country church ha assumes special
importance because the institutional framework of
that church is generally so limited* He therefore,
needs all the qualifications and training of a
minister anywhere plus mjre of intelligence and
imagination if possible*
Mebuhr cited Professor Dorey's report that only about 100 Negroes
graduate annually from seminaries throughout the United States ani Canada;
p
this leaves about 1,000 to be called in by inspiration* South Carolina /
has many Ifegro Baptist churches, and with the churches' constituencies
becoming more enlightened the "pious ignorance* of the minister sticks out
as a "sore thumb"*
This study sought to show the recent status of the men in the exten¬
sion classes under the auspices of Benedict College* It was in such
^Smith, Bockwell C., Rural Church Administration. (New York: Abingdon-
Cokeabury Press, 1953)* P* 22*
2iaebuhr, Richard H*, Daniel Day Williams, James M* Gustafson, The
Advancement of Ifaeological fflucation* (New York: Harper & Brothers
Publishers, 1957), P» 234* Citing Erank Dorey, "Summary of Five Surveys
of Negro College Graduates in Schools of Religion," March 1, 1955* Mimeo¬
graphed, Howard University School of Religion.
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extenaion classes that ministers who were not professionally trained were
found* While B» D. men need refresher coursest here were men who need
sane training for they were a part of that great majority who influenced
religious people for better or for worse. The current shortage of mini¬
sters and the low licensing standards of soms dencaninations sent these
men into the ministry. Daniel sums up the situation of the Negro minister
and education in this ways
Because of the low standards of
the denominations for licensing
ministers, as compared with the
standards for licensing men in other
professions, the candidates for the
ministry are not easily convinced of
the necessity for thorough preparation as
are candidates for professions with more
rigid licensing requirements .... We must
have somebody for each church. “Poor
leadership is better than no leadership
at all.* It is further urged that since
some men are going to preach anyhow, it
is better to do something for these men
than to let them go wholly unprepared.^
Statistics show that there is a decrease in the farm population.
But until all of the people leave the farm, if this could be, there will
be a need for the town and country rural ministry. The minister himself
can be an important servant to his conmunity if he knows something to do.
While seme may feel that the Jfegro has been overstudied, it is still
felt that he makes an interesting study. In this study he has been
allowed to tell his own story as he saw it in the questions that were
pre-determined for him to answer.
^Daniel, W. A., The Mucation of Negro Ministers. (New York: George
H. Doran Company, 1925)» P* 41*
Definition of Terms
In-service Miniaters. A student in seminary who has a charge may be
considered an in-service minister. The student's major pursuit at that
time is generally considered his seminary work. In this study the term
is interpreted as meaning those persons who are licensed to preach aM
who are in attendance at one of the meeting places for the instruction of
religious education as it is given under the auspices of Benedict College.
These persons work at jobs during the day and are not students in a
seminary. Yet, they are interested in studies to enlighten their minds
to things pertaining to the Bible.
JSictension classes. In this study these classes are interpreted as
meaning the *long arm* of the seminary at Benedict College reaching out to
those six centers where teachers and pupils meet two hours each week for
the purpose of teaching and being taught respectively in some of the basic
subjects of Christianity. These places fall into three general groupings;
(1) school classrooms; (2) lodge hall rooms; and (3) recreational centers.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF UTERATURS
Very much has been written on the Negro and his church. This may
be because the first leaders of the race in America came from the mini¬
sters. Myrdal puts it in this way;
The ministry was once the chief outlet
for Negro ambition. Under slavery....
the preacher stood out as the leader
and spokesman for his group.^
While some books tell of his leadership, few tell about him and his
in-service training in any length. They may characterize him education¬
ally as ignorant,2 lagging behind,3 unlettered,^ and illiterate.5 From
the literature that the writer was able to secure on recent studies of
the rural Negro, in-service training was treated vary sparsely. There
seems to be a greater amount written on the Ihrm Extension Service than
on Ministerial Extension Service; especially when it concerns men who
have not been to seminaries and are in charge of churches. Both minis¬
terial and farm extensions seek to extend the teaching arm of the seminary
and agricultural college respectively to such centers as men who desire to
learn will attend.
^Myrdal, Gunnar, An American Dilemma. (New York; Harper & Brothers
Biblishers, 1944)* P» 875•
%oodson. Carter G., The History of the Negro Church, (Washington,
D. C.; Associated Publishers, 1945)* P» ^50
■^Myrdal, loc. cit.
^an Deusen, John G., The Black Man in White America. (Washington,
D. C.t AssoctiatM Publishers, Inc., 1944)t P» 214.
5Van Deusen, Ibid.. p. 219•
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I. LITEEUTURS ON TH3 TJRAININO 03 NifflRO MINISTERS
Felton In suimarizins the study of 21 successful Negro rural pastors,
three of whom had Master's Degrees, says of the trained ministers, "The
average Negro rural minister in the South is a ninth grader.*^ It is his
contention that these ministers who were successful had finished high
school. Eighteen were college graduates, and half of them were seaimry
graduates, while two-thirds had taken seminary courses. As Felton
enumerates the amount of training of these 21 ministers he makes mention
of the in-service training very briefly. To (luote himt
Two-thirds of them have attended pastor's
institutes or refresher courses. Two of
them claim to have attended 20 or more of
these in-service training schools. It is
quite probable that this factor of adequate
training was the most important in determin¬
ing the success of these 21 ministers,^
These ministers were rather well prepared, educationally; Felton
attributes their success to this.
In another study Felton in discussing the future of the Negro
church lists three types of training for Negro ministers one of which is
•extension teaching." Concernii^ the "extension teaching" fblton states:
Extension teaching is designed especially
for pastors who are in-service who need
additional training and are unable to leave
their parishes for a year of study. This
program might well be promoted under denomi¬
national auspices. Extension teaching in¬
cludes;
^Felton, Ralph A., Go Down Moses. (Madison, New Jersey; Copyright
by Ralph A. Felton, 1952), p. 95*
^Ibid.
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Schools for Supply Pastors




Schools of Methods (Rural) (!&■ban)
Extension Classes Off the Campus,^
It seems that a minister should remain a student if he is to be rich
in knowledge of what he is about. And if he cannot attend college and
saninary, he might take advantage of the extensions, and institutes that
are available to him.
II. LITERATURE ON PARM EXTENSION
Prom the time of the Smith-Lever Act in 1914* the Parm Extension
Program has moved forward. While this extension is different in practice
it is closely allied with the rural minister's extension needs. •Farm
extension" is not "Seminary extension" but they are similar in design,
Kelsey and Hearne in discussing progress in agriculture and home¬
making writes:
Extension work grew out of a situation.
It has come to be a system of service and
education designed to meet the needs of
people. What was the situation which gave
rise to this unlq.ue American derelopment?
It was a period of pioneering and change
in agriculture and homemaking.^
IPelton, Ralph A., The Ministry of the Central Jurisdiction of the
Methodist Church. (Madison, Ifew Jersey: Ilrew Theological Seminary Copy¬
right by Ralph A. Felton), 1953‘t PP» 49-50*
^Kelsey, Lincoln D,, and Hearne, Cannon C., Cooperative Extension
Work. (New York: Cornell University Press, 1955)» P* 3.
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Moomaw under the topic; "Administering Extension Education" in
which he ia writing concerning extension work among the village farmers
of the eastern nations with which he has had contact relates;
Extension education calls for the same pro¬
fessional ccxnpetence we woiild expect to see
used in any other ed\icational endeavor. In
some respects, it is more exacting than formal
education, for in extension so much is left
to the leader, be he counselor or village
level worker.^
These two quotations from Ihrm Literature show a resemblance to what
extension work for in-service ministers ia designed to do.
%oaDQaw, I. W., Deep Jhrrows. (Lebanon, Pa.: Sowers Printing Com¬
pany, 1957). p. 39*
CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEACRES USED
The instrument for this study, the questionnaire, was drawn up in
this manner! The writer made it up tentatively and showed it to his
major adviser. After minor substitutions for clarity, it was thought
beat to pre-test the instrument for further points of clarity. In order
to do this the writer contacted the teacher who had succeeded him at one
of the extension classes that was now under the auspices of another insti¬
tution. This was done in the first week of April, 1958*
The Reverend W. P. Diggs who was in charge of Religious Education at
Ehiendship Jr. College in Rock Hill, South Carolina gladly consented to
the pre-test. He was in charge of the extension class of in-service mini¬
sters in Gaffney, South Carolina. The writer was known to the men at
GSaffney, and because of this there was little difficulty in getting them
to cooperate.
During this time the writer was taking a course among his other
studies at Gammon Theological Seminary, Atlanta, Georgia which was en¬
titled: "Applied Sociology". His adviser who taught the course allcwed
the class to criticize the questionnaire. It is from the class's criti¬
cisms and the results of the pre-test area that the final instrument was
devised.
The field work was begun in May, 1958 and ended November 26, 1958.
This long period was taken because the survey was taken at the closing of




The writer was able to secure a complete questionnaire from all the
members present in a class at the time that the class was surveyed.
Theseministers preached to congregatioias in the rural areas, but the
effort that was made in this study was to get them to tell their story
from the classroom. That effort was to discover their nature and character¬
istics.
The tabulation of the data gathered was dom by hand for two main
reasons! (1) the small number of ministers surveyed; and (2) the writer
having worked with two of the extension classes felt that he would get a
keener insight by personally reviewing some of the notations made on the
questionnaires by him during the surveys.
A review of agricultural extension programs was taken because it
shows some similarity between extensions for in-service ministers, and
agricultural extension programs. There is also a shortage of published
materials on extension classes for in-service ministers and in order to
see the extension program in a broader scope, two agricultural extension
programs ware reviewed.
The Negro, as a race, can be definitely established as coming to what
is now the United States some 340 years ago; and to understand the Negro
minister today, it was the writer's opinion that a review of the historical
background of the Negro was needed. In this study such a review was taken.
CHATTER IV
HISTORICAL EACKGrRCUIID OF THE NEGrEO IN AMEBICA
The rfegro minister on the American scene can be understood clearer
against the backdrop of how he came to be here. It will be seen that the
Negro was religious before his enslavement. However, the writer's con¬
tention is that the Negro minister and the Negro church are products of
the American environment.
The American Negro is a descendant, for the most part, of the African
Ifegro. At the close of the Middle Ages there was a revival of the slave
system. In the revival of this cruel traffic of stealing persons from
their homeland and community status to sell them as property, the Negro
became the chief "commodity* in this money making enterprise.
The Beginning of the Slave Trade
Prince Henry, in the year 1441» sent out one Gronzales, vrtio was
successful in capturing three Moors on the African Coast. For their
release the Moors, gave ten Negroes whom they had captured. The Negroes
were carried to Lisbon in 1442, No doubt, this epoch was a great success
so in 1444t Prince Henry began the European slave trade and for 50 years
Portugal had a monopoly on this traffic, Spain joined the trade in 1517*
In 1530* William Hawkins of England, a Plymouth merchant, visited the
Guinea Coast and took slaves. His son. Captain John Hawkins, took one
hundred or more slaves in his first voyage (I562), He carried three
hundred Negroes to Hispaniola and traded them for valuables. Hawkins
made two other voyages, one of which was in the good ship Jesus and the
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other was with Drake, (^een Slizabeth seems to have sanctioned slavery,
Brance joined the slave traffic in 1624; then Holland, Denmark and the
American colonies.^
(Here, I would like to digress to give two commoialy held theories
concerning Negro exploration; leo Wiener of Harvard University would have
us believe that the Africans were the first to discover America because of
the fetish element in religion of the American Indian, and the African
influence in the American language with such words as; "canoe," "buckra,"
and "tobacco." The other theory is that Pedro Alonso Nino was with the
O
fleet of Columbus when he discovered the new world.)
The first Negro slaves brought to America and sold into servitude
were the 20 that came in a Dutch vessel to Jamestown, Virginia in August,
1619. Slaves came later to the following states; Massachusetts c. (I638),
New York c. (I630), Maryland c. (I660), Delaware and New Jersey c. (1652),
Pannsylvania c. (1688), Connecticut c. (I650), South Carolina c. (I682),
and in Georgia c. (1749)«^
The Function of the Priests
Ercm Africa the Negroes brought their nature-worship, and voodooism
or hoodooism (voodoo comes from the Erench vaudois form of waldo). Occasion¬
ally, among the slaves were to be found a Christian or a Mohamnedan.
^Brawley, Benjamin G., A Short History of the American Negro, (]few
York; Jfecmillan Company, 191;$. PP» 3-4»
^Woodson, Carter G., The Negro in Our History. (Washington, D. C.;
The Associated Publishers, Inc., 1947). PF» 5Q"39*
^Brawley, 0£.. cit.« pp. 5-13•
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Eriests were imported and dcilled ones were witch doctors. Slavery-
cramped all of the social movements among the Africans, so to speak, in
America, nonetheless, the priests became impcrtant figures on the planta¬
tions. They were sort of watchmen on the wall, comforters to the be¬
wildered and stolen people. Out of these conditions the Negro church was
to arise aiod become the religious and social outlet of the Negro people.^
The Fear and Problems of Christianizing the Slaves
Why were the masters afraid to have their slaves converted? Accord¬
ing to Marcus- W. Jernegan the following might suggest some reasons:
1. Masters were afraid to have their slaves baptized because
they felt they should not keep a Christian in bondage, at
first, but civil law changed this attitude for them.
2. Their masters forbade them to learn because education
would make their minds free and they often would outwit
their masters.
3* The master was more concerned about the slaves doing
work on Sinday than going to church.
4. Some churches would buy slaves to rear them up Christians.
5. Before the Revolution the Friends, a dissenting sect, were
the only people interested enough in the freedom of slaves
to dismiss their members for holding slaves.
6. Conversion would be an economic loss to the masters.
7. Conversion would increase the danger of insurrection.
8. Conversion would give the so-called "infidels" or
"beasts" social status; it would be dangerous to
receive slaves at the Communion Table because of
contagious diseases they possessed due to slavery.
9. Conversion would make them grow proud.
^Ibid.. p. 198.
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10. Missionaries and clergymen that were sent over by the Society
for the Propagation of the Gospel of England reported that
masters were indifferent to things religious themselves.
a. Also the clergy were too few in number to
shoulder the complete burden for minister¬
ing to the masters and the instructing of
the slaves on his plantation; some masters
did minister, but most of them waited for the
clergy to do it, and consequently it did not
get done.
b. Besides the slave was unable to profit by
the Christian religion due to language
difficulty or he was inclined to keep his
own native religion.
1. Some planters considered their
slaves beasts and thus, without
a soul. It is true that the
Guinea Negroes were hard to con¬
vert if at all.
2. Their American born children were
easier to convert.
3. Ifegroes were divided into three
classes:
(a) Ignorant—capable of no
successful religious in¬
struction.
(b) Those capable of religi¬
ous instruction but in¬
curably wicked, and to
whom baptism was of no
consequence.
(c) Those duly qualified and
of exemplary lives.
4. His African heritage of standards
(truth, rights of property etc.)
conflicted with the teachings of
Christianity.
5. His environment of degradation and
extreme punishment also hindered
conversion.
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6, The distance of one plantation
from another made it incon¬
venient for the clergy to get
them together for instruction."^
The Birth of Negro Churches
In South Carolina in 1707. out of 1,000 slaves only four were
Christianized. What then caused the Nsgro churches to come about?
According to Brawley, early Negro churches came into being in one
of the followiig ways:
1. Some whites who felt that Negroes' souls should be saved,
started missionary work among them.
2. As a result of discrimination against Negroes during
divine worship relegating them to certain pews, different
buildings or the balcony.
3. When congregations became very large the establishing
of another church to accoianodate those who broke away.
4. As the expression of the preference of the Negro com¬
municants themselves who could give vent to their
motions more freely in their own church.2
Credit goes to the Moravians for trying to establish a mission for
Negroes, but their efforts perished. "The Presbyterians began work in
o
1735*""^ The Society for the Propagation of the Cospel in Foreign Parts
was sent to America by the Anglican Church to aid in convertirg the
Negroes, and Indians. In the latter part of the seventeenth century none
of these were making headway in converting the Negroes. In I766,
^•Slavery and Conversion in the American Colonies," by Marcus W,
Jernegan, in American Historical Review. Vol. xn, No. 3. (April, I916).
pp. 504-527.
2
Brawley, 02^# clt_., p. I99.
3Ibid.
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Methodism was begun in New York and by 1794» Richard Allen had founded
and dedicated "Mother* Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church in the
city of Philadelphia. The Baptist denomination in the meantime was
developing rapidly among Negroes.^
The First Negro Baptist Ch^^^ch
The first Negro Baptist Church was established on American soil in
Silver Bluff, South Carolina on Mr. Galphin's estate c. (1773)* Silver
Bluff was 12 miles from Augusta, Georgia on the South Carolina side in
Aiken County. That this church was organized before the Revolutionary
War is substantiated by Walter H. Brooks on reading the letter of the
first Elder and Pastor of the church, the Reverend David George vdio took
over after the founder was not allowed to fixrnish the Negroes with 'too
much knowledge' which would have enabled all Negroes, possibly, to be
free a century earlier. The founder is believed to have been the
Reverend Wait Palmer of Stonington, Connecticut who often preached in
destitute areas.
In 1778, the church at Silver Bluff went into virtual exile, but
by 1791 under the leadership of Jesse Peters, the church became more
prosperous than before. It remained a South Carolina institution until
Reverend Jesse Peters led a portion of the congregation to Augusta,
Georgia in 1793 established what is known today as the Springfield
^Ibid.« pp. 200-201
Baptist Church.^ Tlie Silver Bluff Church still remains today at Beech
IslaM in Aihen County, South Carolina.
An interesting sidelight is brought out concerning this church by
Dr. Ereanan. “The Silver Bluff Church is located today at Beech Island
in Aiken County, South Carolina. According to information found on the
cornerstone which has been placed in the new buildir^ the first church
called Silver Bluff was organized in 1750 By a Reverend J. A. Goflin.
This raises a q.uestion on the date of organization as calculated by Dr.
Trfalter H. Brooka (between 1773”1775)»
On his visit there, Dr. Freeman says, "It was further learned from
some of the older manbers and the present Ihstor, Reverend A. W. Vineant
that this church, comprised principally of Negroes, voted letters of dis
mission for the few white members to organize the white church which is
also located at Beech Island.*^
The present building is well kept and shows that the old wooden
frame, buildii^ was veneered with nevi brick in I92O. There were signs
that the floor has been enlarged and added to throxigh the years. The
present edifice is equipped with electric lights, electric fans, uniform
pews and is in good repair. It is quite a modern rural church in
^Brooks, Walter H., The Silver Bluff Church. (Washington, D. C.t
Press of R, L. Penileton, I9I0), pp.^-8.
^Freeman, Edward A,, The Epoch of Negro Baptists and the Foreigen
Mission Board. (Kansas City, Kansas: The Central Seminary Press, 1953)f
P. 31*
♦Now deceased.
^Freeman, Ibid., p. 3I
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many reapects.^





Bev. J. A. Groflin, Pastor
Remodeled 1920
Rev, A. W. Vincent, Pastor
Regardless of when this church was organized, that is to say,
whether 1750 or 1773-17751 we know from the record of Gteorge Inele that
it was established before the Revolutionary War.2
"In 1773, Mr, David Ceorge had resigned frcm the Silver Bluff Church,
and was in &ivannah, Georgia where he established a church before Andrew
Bryan became a Christian."^
This church existed in 1778-1782 under the diplomatic George liele
Negro
(the first ordained.Baptist preacher in America, it is believed) because
the latter was known to the British better than the former or Jesse Peters,
and since during this time the British occupied Savannah the church could
survive better with a known pro-British minister.^
"When the British left in 1782, Lisle and George left, too. Prom
1782 to 1788, the little flock at Savannah, Georgia was bitterly perse¬
cuted. The reason possibly lies in the fact that this church had been
^Ibid.
%bid.. p. 32,




started and prospered while the patriots were in hiding and the British
occupied their lands. Andrew Bryan was unwilling to give up the work
started by Gteorge Idele and David George even if it meant death. ^
iihere did David George go when ha fled? To begin with, David George
was left in charge of about 50 slaves when his master left to help the
British. For protection George went to Savannah, Georgia and established
the church that George Ltele became pastor of because it woiild be best for
all concerned. This was in the year 1778. Later, when the British evacu¬
ated Savannah, George returned to South Carolina, and abode in Charleston,
for a while. He then sailed for Nova Scotia and lived there for 10 years
preaching the gospel to Negroes in Shalburn, where he was the first to
establish a church. Mr. George preached at Birchtown, Ragged Island, and.
in St, John's, New Brunswick. In 1792, Mr. Greorge took a colony of
blacks (about 18OO) to Sierra Leone, British Central Africa.^ Ha was
still seeking freedom for they were looked upon still as inferior in
Nova Scotia. Here, again, Mr. George established a little Baptist church
composed of Colored people from America who had returned to their father-
land by way of Nova Scotia. To stimulate an interest in his colony, and
to secure edd for Freetown, Mr. George took a trip to London, England,
He had with him letters of introduction and recommendations from noted
men in the service of the crown. If Silver Bluff had done no more than





In the meantime, George laele sailed from the ISaited States in 1782,
and began his mission of preaching at Kingston, Jamaica, British West
Indies, in 1784.^ He was the first Baptist preacher in Jamaica and he
remained there until his death.
Back in Savannah, Georgia, Andrew Bryan and his brother Sampson were
being vrtiipped and the flock was being persecuted. Jesse Peters who had
been given his freedom by the British just as George Liele and David
George preferred to stay with the church and became a nominal slave
rather than follow the two wanderers. This self-sacrificing man touched
by the agony that his people were undergoing in Savannah went to the
popular and well-liked Reverend Abraham Marshall (a white man) of Kiokee,
Georgia and secured his help in reorganizing the church at Savannah. When
all things were made new, the church was brought unier the Georgia Baptist
Association; thus, the stigma of the enemy was removed and the newly
ordained minister. Reverend Andrew Bryan and the church were on their way
to higher heights.. This is the way the first African Baptist Church of
p
Savannah, Georgia came into being.^
Other Negro Baptist churches that came into being at an early period
area
Harrison St. Baptist Church, Petersburg, Va. 1776
first Baptist Church, Richmond, Va 1780
first Baptist Church, Williamsburg, Va 1785
First Biptist Church, Lexington, Ky 1790
^Ibid.. p. 38.
^Freeman, oe.. cit.. p. 36
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Springfield Baptist Church, Augusta, Ca 1793
Joy St. Baptist Church, Boston, Mass I803
Stone St. Baptist Church, Mobile, Ala I806
Abyssinian Baptist Church, Kew York City I808
Jlrst African Baptist Church, Philadelphia, Pa I809
ChlTary Baptist Church, Louisiana 1812
First Baptist Church, Trenton, N. J 1812
First Baptist Church, St. Louis, Mo. 1623
First African Baptist Church, Ifew Orleans, La I826
Union Baptist Church, Cincinnati, Ohio 1827
Fifth Baptist Church, Louisville, Fy 1829
Union Baptist Church, Philadelphia, Pa I832
First Baptist Church, Baltimore, Md I836
First Baptist Church, Jacksonville, Fla I838
19th Street Baptist Church, lilashington, D. C. 1839^
ChiH'ches^ began to grow among the Negroes like "wild-fire" for in
this institution they felt they had a challenge and, as any new convert
that is serious, they felt a zeal to propagate the faith.
The Peculiar Polity in the Baptist Church
According to Woodson, due to a pecxiliar polity in the Baptist church,
this: church witnessed unusual growth. Ibr one reason the local chtirch
itself is autoncanous. It may associate with other churches and meet
periodically to devise pleuis for the common good of the denomination;
but it is in no sense bound by the rules of such bodies. If a church is
excluded from an association, it is still a legally constituted Baptist-
church. Any four members with a regularly ordained minister of the
Baptist faith can organize a Baptist church. Under such liberties it is
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easy to see how Baptist churches could grow and multiply. In many
instances the Baptists established two or more churches where there
were not enough members to sustain one.^
In time, however, due to their liberal element they attracted many
converts during the evangelical effort. It soon happened in the South
that wherever Negroes were free to grasp religion they out-numbered the
whites in mixed churches two to one.2
Details concerning Negro Baptists during this period are lacking
because before the organization of the National Baptist Convention in
1895 in Atlanta, Georgia, Ifegro Baptists had no national body of their
own. “Before the hostile religious days between whites and Negroes, the
Negroes belonged to the white churches in the South. They occupied cer¬
tain seats, pews, balcoi^y or the basement or met at different times than
the 'white section'. Since they were considered adjunct worshippers, no
records of their achievements or abilities are extant in any detail;
occasionally, a word about an outstanding Negro Baptist preacher is
mentioned.*3
Negroes in Baptist Churches in the iS^O's
During the thirties the Negroes in the North for the most part were
in white churches, a few notable exceptions are: Joy St. Baptist Chiirch,
Woodson, Carter G., The History of the Negro Church. (Washington,




Boston, Massaciiusetts (1805); Abyssinian Baptist Cbiirch, New York, New
York (1808); Birst African Biptist Church, Ihiladelphia, Pennsylvania
(1809)5 jElrst Baptist Church, Trenton, New Jersey (1812)5 Union Baptist
Church, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (I832). Neither a majority of the
whites or Negroes were Baptist in the North.^
In the Western slave states there was a considerable number of
Negroes in the Baptist church according to their meager percentage.
At this time, "one-fourth of the Baptists in Tennessee were Ifegroes. A
larger percentage was in Kentucky, in the city of Lexington.A Negro
preacher of high esteem was allowed to be free in the establishment of
the First African Baptist Church there in 1790. In I846, this church
under the leadership of L. Terrell was "orderly and flourishing." The
Negro Baptist Church of St. Louis founded 1827 was the largest in its
associational connection under the able leadership of J. B. Meacham.^
Ihrther North the Baptists were also making progress in New York City
in the year 184^* Abyssinian Baptist Church was doing well under the
Reverend Sampson White, with a manbership of 424* In Boston, the First
African Baptist Church was holding its own. It was only in the areas of
large Negro population that the independent movement among Negroes gained
sway5 because in New England the abolition sentiment was developing and Ne¬





th.e most part. Here in. New England they eagperienced the principles of
brotherhood being practiced and they felt the fatherhood of &od.^
In the West independent churches flourished much better. They were
composed of Negroes fleeing from the persecutions of the Southern ^ites.
They were to be found in Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Columbus,
Cincinnati, Detroit and Chicago, Richard De Baptiste of Detroit and
James Poindexter of Columbus were pioneers in the establishment of such
churches in the Weat. The progress of these independent churches went on
unabated until the passage of the SUgitive Slave law of I850, Whan the
Negro Baptists made an exodus into West Canada, they found that a Ifegro
Baptist church had been established there earlier, and in I846 under
2
Reverend W, Christian it had been flourishing.
^iteeman, fi, A., The Epoch of Negro Baptists and the Foreign Mission
Board. (Kansas City, Kansas, 1953)* P» 39»
^Ibid«« p. 122.
GHAPTSR V
PlOlffiffll HIEACHER3 CONCERl'ISD WITH NE3RO BAPTISTS
Before any building is built the foundation is laid. The early
pioneer preachers laid a foundation upon vihich future preachers could
build. Since up to 1920, America was relatively rirral, the Negro mini-
aters of that day have in common with the men of this study, the bringing
of the message to rural town and country people. In these biographies
listed, it shall be shown the struggles that many of these darirg men had
who would preach despite the shackles of slavery. In both the pioneer
Negro preacher and the Negro town and country preacher of today one can
see the responsibilities which kept many of them from attaining the edu¬
cation they may have had if circumstances had been different.
Por the history of the pioneer preachers of the Ifegro Baptists I am
relying on the book written by Dr. E. A. Ereeman.^
John Jasper
This unusual man was born a slave and remained one for about 50
years. His birthdate was apparently unknown to himself. It has been
calculated that he lived 89 years. When he came to Richmond from the
plantation of his birth he was supposedly a grown man. He seems to have
been •devilish," a 'lover boy* among the women of his race, an inevitable
funmaker, and possessed leadership ability. "He was untutored."^
^Ibid.. p. 16.
2
Ibid., citing Hatcher, William E., John Jasper. (New York;
ilemington H. Revell Company, 1908), p, I6.
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A Mr. Samuel Hargrove, a prosperous inanufacturer of Richmond hired
Jasper as a hand in his tobacco factory as a "stemmer". This position
brought him in contact with many other workers. Here he found qualities
deeply embedded within his personality could give expression to the
multitude with whom he worked. His early life,according to Hatcher,was
characterized by perilous living at a rapid pace. He freely indulged in
many evil things. When he told of his mystical conversion the most pro¬
found skeptic was moved by it. He was true to his religion and walked
the high path of incorruptible honor. He was not popular with his race
always, because he was against meanness and vice. Hatcher says, "His
life, in the nature of the case, had to be a warfare, and it may be truly
said that he slept with a sword buckled on.
Treachers threw sneers, so to speak at him, in their sermons.
Jasper lived a life of seclusion studying the Bible diligently. He was
quite ascetic in his tastes and generally a calm man. What he is remem¬
bered for is his famous sermon on "The Sun Do Move I* which he preached 230
Q
times. Another sermon he made famous was *Whar Sin Kum ITum I"
"This faithftil preacher died a valiant, heroic, soldier of Christ.
He was a stern old orator, grim, rich in humor, brave as a lion and a
dreamer whose dreams were full of heaven. He simply stepped within the
veil to see the wonders of the invisible."^
^Ibid.. p. 18.
2
Ereeman, 0£. cit», p. 41*
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Elder Palmer
He is given credit for founding the first Negro Baptist Church in
America at Silver Bluff, South Carolina between 1773 and 1775* There is
very little written pertaining to him as a preacher, he is referred to as
•Elder Ealmer," or "Mr, Palmer." All historians agree that he was q.uite
an influential, earnest and consecrated minister.^
Ceorge Liele (or Lisle)
A brilliant Baptist preacher of Ante-Bellum days was George Liele,
He did not know his age, but guessed at it in a letter to one of his
friends. Garter Woodson believes ha was born about 1750, and moved with
his master, Henry Sharp to Burke County, Georgia, a few years before the
Revolutionary War.^ He was converted and baptized under the Reverend
Matthew Moore. He is acclaimed as the first American Missionary in some
circles who began his labors in Kingston, Jamaica in 1784*
He married early and gives his wife high praise in a letter to a
friend. This union was blessed with four children. Handicapped by the
shackles of slavery, he was fortunate in having a considerate master,
Mr. Sharp, a deacon in a Baptist church. Mr. Sharp emancipated him and
allowed him full time to preach the gospel. Shortly after Mr. Sharp
died, and because liele was pro-British in sentiment his benefactors
tried to re-enslave him. liele borrowed $700.00 to move his family out
^Ibid.
%bid.« citing Woodson, Carter G., The History of the Negro Church.
(Washington, D. C.; Associated Publishers, 1945)* P» 37*
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of the reach, of the Sharp heirs. The Americans moved out of Savannah in
December 29* 1788* and the British moved in. ULele's work at Silver Bluff
went into exile. It is possible that he went to Tybee Island before
coming to Savannah.
Xiele, and David George possibly, founded the first Negro Baptist
church in Savannah with liele as head minister of the church which
flourished from 1779*1782.
At the close of the lifer Liele went to Jamaica with Colonel Kirkland,
who had been the chief occupation officer of Savannah, and to whom Liele
owed much for saving him from re-enslavement by the Sharp family. As the
Colonel's indentured servant Liele went to lanaica.
Reverend Amos, a Negro preacher left at the same time under similar
conditions for work in New Providence, Bahama Islands and British West
Indies, where he later established a Baptist church.
When Liele landed in Jamaica, Colonel Kirkland requested Governor
Campbell to employ him. This was in I783. and by the year 1784 he saved
enough to get his manumission papers. He immediately began his ministry
there, and with four men who had immigrated from the American Colony he
started the first Ifegro Baptist church on the Island. Liele soon came
into conflict with the already established Chvirch of England on the
island. He and others were tried for their lives; a eonipanion preacher
was hanged and Liele narrowly escaped. Kinally, he was allowed to preach
and with the aid of Stephen A Cook, a member of the Jamaican Assembly,
who solicited funds from London, Liele was able to put up a brick church.
In 1842, more than 50 missionaries were sent out from Jamaica to
work in Africa. He is the first Negro to do missionary work in foreign
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parts, the first ordained Negro preacher in America and the first of his
1
race to sand missionaries back to the land of his origin.
David George
David George was born a slave in 1742. He was one of the consti¬
tuent members and. the first regular pastor of the Silver Bluff Church.
It was here that he was taught to sing and later to exhort. He was
baptized by "Brother Palmer", ard was elected leader when Palmer was
restricted from coming to see them. In 1778. when the British occupied
i^vannah, George and 50 others went to Savannah and were freed by the
British.^
Both aides promised freedom to the slaves that fought on their side
if they won, but when the Revolutionary War was over (1782) both sides
forgot their promises. After a brief stay in Charleston, South Carolina,
George went to Halifax, Nova Scotia and. along with him went many Negroes
and whites.^
Here, George preached to Baptist congregations at Shelburn,
Birchtown, Ragged Island, and Saint John's, New Brunswick. He could
not stand the weather conditions and in 1792, he went to Sierra Leone,
where he fouided a colony and established the first Baptist church.^







The succesaor to George Liele in Georgia was Andrew Bryan. He was
born a slave in 1737 at Goose Creek, South Carolina, a short distance
from Charleston. In Savannah, he came in contact with Liele and joined
the church. He became an exhorter and led the prayer meetings at
Brampton. He was received in both white and Ifegro congregations. As a
preacher he received much encouragement from his master and sympathetic
whites. Ih*. Davis at Yamacrow permitted him to build a place of worship
on his land. Such freedom caused persecution and their meetings had to
be held in the swamps.^
Slaves were beaten for attending his meetings, and the patrols and
spies watched Bryan closely to get the least bit of evidence on him so
they could put him away for good. Once Bryan and his brother were
cruelly beaten until the blood ran down to the ground. And in the midst
of this torture Bryan cried, "that he rejoiced not only to be whipped,
O
but would freely suffer death for the cause of Jesus Christ." Andrew
Bryan and his brother Sampson were falsely accused, imprisoned and dis¬
possessed of their meeting house.
Their master came to their rescue and they were released. He gave
them his barn to hold meetings in, but persecution followed them there.
Spies were sent to eavesdrop on his meetings until one heard Bryan pray¬
ing for his persecutors. The chief justice finally granted the preachers
llMd.
^Ibid.. citing Woodson, Carter G., The History of the Magro Church.
(Washington, D. C.t Associated Publishers, 1945)t P« 40*
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permission to hold their meetings between sunrise and sunset without
In 1794* enough funds were raised to purchase a lot and build vrtiat
was later to become the Jlrst African Baptist Church of Savannah, Georgia.
After his master died, he purchased his freedom for 50 pounds. He later
prospered and pxirehased the freedom of his wife and daughter. In 1812,
this saintly man died leaving a membership of about 1,000. His influence
2
was great and he was respected by both white and colored.
Josenh Vfillis
Joseph VTillis was born in Sbuth Carolina in 17^2. He was a free
Negro with a fair education aoi was a power in South Carolina in 179S.
He Was elected moderator of the mixed Louisiana Baptist Association about
I8l8. ^ the early Baptists of Louisiana he was affectionately called.
•Bather Willis."^
Jesse Peters
This, xinselfish preacher had the opportunity to leave with George
Liele or David George; instead he remained with the people of the Silver
Bluff Church. After peace came in 1783* he revived the Silver Bluff
Church and led it to Augusta, Georgia where it continued as the
Springfield Baptist Church. According to Dr. Jordon, Peters helped to
organize the iirst Baptist Church in Savannah in 1778 with the Reverend
Matthew Moore,^






He was. not a Negro since he was born a slave of a white mother and
an Indian father, but he is characterized as *a man of color", and he
did his work among Negroes. He served Cjolonel Hammond for many years.
Erancis lived and worked in the vicinity of Silver Bluff; probably he
was a member of the church. It seems that he was liberated for the
purpose of preaching to the slaves and teachirg them to read aoi write.
He was ordained (1802) through the influence of Jesse Peters about 17
years eifter he began to preach. He specialized in instructing Negro
youths in his first pastorate which was the Ogeeche Baptist Church, 14
miles South of Savannah. This church was organized in I803 according to
Ifalter H. Brooks.^
Thomas Ihul
Thomas Paul was born of, free parents in iiJxeter, New Hampshire in
1773* He was baptized in 1789 by the Reverend Locke and ordained in
1804. Thomas Paul organized the African Baptist Church in Boston where
he served about 25 years. He traveled widely and attracted large crowds
to his meetings. It was in I808 that he was called to organized the
Abyssinian Baptist Church in New York City. In I823, he presented a
plan to the Baptist Missionary Society of Massachusetts for improving
the conditions of Haitians and requested to be sent there as a missionary,
ibr six months he worked among these "precious souls" and was received
^Ibid.
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enthusiastically by the people and President Boyer of the Republic of
Haiti and other public functionaries; because he lacked enough ilrench to
speak to the large population, his work was cut short. He is also remem¬
bered by his gentleness of baptizing candidates and the dramatic way he
approached death in 1831.^
Joslah Bishop
This dramatic preacher of the gospel went to a mixed church in
Portsmouth, Virginia which had no pastor. This church was on the
decline after suffering under a Reverend Erost who had succeeded the
fcrmer pastor. Reverend Thomas Armstead. Bishop, a black man, won the
favor of this mixed group by his preaching ability and this thankful
congregation raised money to purchase the freedom of his wife and
oldest son. After being called as pastor to the church, trouble arose
over the part that Ifegroes were to play in the conference of the church.
Out of this situation unfavorable propositions were proposed which the
Negroes would not accept, and Bishop resigned. later, he went to
Baltimore where he helped in the work of the Baptists there. Afterward
he went to New York and pastored the Abyssinian Baptist Church from
1810-1811.^
y. M. McAlrine
"Reverend W. M. McAlpine was born in Buckingham County, Virginia,




were carried to Alabama and sold by a slave-trader to a Presbyterian
minister named Robert McAlpine. His owner died when he was eight years
of age."^ The estate was divided, and William was separated from his
mother. It is said that, "He did not see or hear anymore of her for 19
O
years." He was taken care of by a son of Mrs. McAlpine who was a
doctor. During this time majay slave masters used boys as nurses, and
he served 10 years as a nurse for his master's children.3
He was not allowed to associate with the other slaves, and was
kept in the house night and day. He learned to read and write and
acquired some knowledge of arithmetic, grammar and geography, possibly
from the tutor of Mr, McAlpine or from Mrs. McAlpine herself.^
"In 1864, he was converted and was baptized in the fellowship of a
white Baptist Church at Talladega, Alabama."-5 He had been freed at the
close of the Civil War no doubt and in I866, he taught school at
Mardisville and at a small village five miles from Talladega, Alabama,
He went to Talledega College during the winter, and in order to defray
his expenses; he worked mornings, evenings and Saturdays. He left







to preach in I869 and ordained in 1871.^
According to A. V, Peq.uea, "Kevsrend McAlpine attended the first
meeting held in Alabaica for the purpose of organizing the Colored Baptist
Missionary State Convention."^ He offered a resolution to start a school
for the Colored Baptists of Alabama. He succeeded in raising a large sum
of money for this purpose. The school was established at Selma, Alabama.
In 1881, he was elected president of Selma University. McAlpine held the
position for two years and resigned on the grounds that the school needed
a more learned man as president.3
In 1880, when the (Negro) Baptist foreign Mission Convention was
organized in Montgcxaery, Alabama, Reverend McAlpine was elected president.
He served in this capacity two terms. He was editor of the "Baptist Pio¬
neer" when it was started in I878 and held that position until I882, at
which time he resigned in favor of Reverend B. M. Brawley, D. D. He was
for six years the only Colored manber of the Board of Trustees of Lincoln
Normal University at Marion, Alabama and at the same time pastored a
large church near Marion.^
V. J. Simmons
Dr. William J, Simmons was born of slave parents June 29, 1849 iu
Charleston, South Carolina. He, his mother and two sisters were taken
^Ibid.
^Ibid.. citing Peq.ues, A. W., Our Baptist Ministers and Schools.
(Springfield! Willey and Company, I892), pp, 327-328.
-^Preeman, op. cit.. p. 48.
^Ibid.. pp. 48-49*
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to Philadelphia by boat while he was still young to an unclet Alexander
Tardiff, who kindly cared for them. Simmons was a shoemaker by trade,
and this aided him to scantily clothe his family. The family was poverty
striken and harassed by slave traders who searched unceasingly it seemed
for runaway slaves. After two years Simmons,^ uncle moved to Chester,
Pennsylvania, where his trade thrived immensely,^
Simmons never went to public school according to Peq_ues, but he was
fortunate to have an uncle who had, and it was he who undertook to teach
the Simmons' children. In I862, William Sinmons was apprenticed to a
dentist, Dr, Delange of Bordentown, Ifew Jersey and he acq.uired suffi¬
cient knowledge to attend the patients in the doctor's absence. He
stayed with Dr, DeLange until I864 when he ran away and enlisted in the
Forty-Pirst United States Colored Troops. In September, 1865, he was
honorably discharged from the Army, He then worked under Dr, Delange
again.^
In 1867, he was converted and united with the white Baptist church
of Bordentown. Th^ treated him kindly and supported him in school for
three years at Madison University (I868), and Howard University at
Washington, D. C., (I87I-I873) at which time he received a Bachelor of
Arts,3^
He married Miss Josephine A. Silence in 1874} they had seven





the Republican I&rty of his county and district. He was ordained in I878
and in 1879 was called to pastor the ilrst Baptist Church at Lexington,
Kentucky. He was elected President of Normal and Theological Institute
of Louisville, Kentucky in 1880,^
Ear several years he was chairman of the executive committee of the
•Convention of Colored Men of Kentucky," He was appointed by the con¬
vention to give the grievances: of the Colored people before the legisla¬
ture. In 1885, he was elected president of the Colored Press Convention,
a position which he held until his death in I890. The American Ifetional
feptist Convention owes its existence to him. It was organized in I886
in St. Louis, Missouri, with Dr, William J, Simmons as its president
until his death. In his shcjrt span of 40 years he accomplished what few
2
men accomplish at double his span of life.
K, Love
Reverend E. K. Love was born near Marion, Alabama, July 27, I850.
He worked on a farm and read by torch light, and in 1870 entered Lincoln
University, Marion, Alabama for one session. At the end of that time he
hah gone through the whole course offered at that institution. In 1872,
he enrolled, at the Augusta Institute, Augusta, Georgia where he graduated





Mr. love was a writer, missionary and pastor. In Thomasville,
Greorgia, he baptized more than 400 persons at the First Baptist Church
where he had accepted the call to pastor in 1879* He resigned in l88l
and accepted an appointment under the auspicies of the American Baptist
Publication Society. In 1888, he resigned this ccanmlssion to accept a
call to the First Baptist Chinrch at Savannah, Georgia.^
He had a genius for raising money and organizing. He held positions
of honor and trust among his brethren of the state and nation. He was
president of the Foreign Mission Convention of the United States, assist¬
ant teacher under Beverend J. T. Roberts, D. D., LL.D,., and Associate
2
Editor of the "Greargia Sentinel."
Walter H. Brooks
Walter H. Brooks, D. D., was a forcible speaker and orator. Hia
writings were noted for their fluent and piercing qualities. Ee knew all
of the leaders of his day especially in the ^ptist group. He was born a
slave in Richmond, Virginia I851, and was set free in I865. His father
in 1858 had purchased his mother'a freedom and in turn she hired young
Brooks and put him to work in a hotel where he remained until 1865.^
In 1865, Brooks entered a private school in Richmond, Virginia.
After two months he was sent to Caroline Mills, Rhode Island. In the





six years. He remained at Lincoln to study theology and was converted
there in I867. He united with the Ashman Itesbyterian Chvirch, but
repudiated its doctrines on baptism and church government some years
later. Then he joined the first African Baptist Church at Eichmoni,
Virginia. Because he lacked funds he dropped his theological training
and took a job in the Eichmond Post Office as clerk. later, he resigned
and became a Sunday School Missionary for the state of Virginia under
the auspicies of the American Baptist Publication Society. In an
address to the American Baptist Biblication Society (1875) Jie evoked a
lot of criticism, some favorable, some unfavorable, and out of it he
gained a reputation.^
He was ordained in I876 and accepted a call to the Second Baptist
Church in Eichmond. In an address to the White Baptist General Association
he delivered a "tear-jerkiig message" which added to his publicity. He
worked in Mew Orleans, Louisiana in I88O as a Sunday School missionary
until 1882. In 1882, he accepted the call of the Mneteenth Street
Baptist Church of Washington, D. C. This is the "Mother Church" among
the Negroes of that city. The record shows at least 35 churches that
have their origin from this church.^
S. C. Morris
Eeverend Elias C. Morris was born a slave in Murray County, Georgia




Tennessee and later to Alabama. He attended the elementary school in
Stevenson, Alabama. At the age of 14 his parents died. To support
himself he learned the shoemaking trade under Reverend Robert Carver.
He was converted in 1874 at the Morning Star Baptist Church of Stevenson.
In 1875« be was licensed and in 1877 started to organize a church at
Scottsborough, but he changed his mind and went westward. In Helena,
Arkansas he worked at his trade and later pastored an already established
church of the city.l
Amorg the many things he was and did are the following;
1. Secretary of the Baptist State Convention of Arkansas
in 1880.
2. President of the Baptist State Convention of Arkansas
for nine years beginning in the year 1882.
3. State missionary under the American Baptist Home
Missionary Society.
4. Assisted in organizing the Foreign Mission Convention
of the United States
5. Helped to organize a group to publish the first Ifegro
denominational paper in the State of Arkansas, The
Arkansas Times, which later became the Baptist Van¬
guard.
6. He founded the Arkansas Baptist College in I884.
7.. He edited one of the influential weekly newspapers
among Ifegroes of the Southwest, The People*a Friend.
8. In 1895 at Atlanta, Georgia, he was made the President
of the Ifetional Baptist Convention of America, Incor-
pctrated.
9. He served as its president for 28 years and was at its ^




Reverend L. M, Inks was born in Caddo Parish, Louisiana, July 12,
1857• His father was a great preacher and when ha died Luke was eight
years of age; but he hired himself to his former master in order to take
care of his blind mother and his sister. He was devoted to his mother
and because of his support of her could not attend school at an early
age. Peq,ues states that, *Luke made it a point to commit and recite
every Sunday one-hundred verses from the Scriptures.*^ Just as John
Cotton was regarded as the walking library in New England, luke was
regarded as the encyclopedia of Biblical knowledge on the plantation
where he lived. Iuke*s mother died when he was I8. He was ordained at
20 and at 23 called to preach to the Galilee Baptist Church at Shreveport,
Louisiana. He had a genius for membership and church building. He
started at this church with eight members and no edifice. Two years
later, when he resigned there were 220 members and a church edifice
valued at $1,300,00.^
He studied at Shreveport under the Reverend J. A. lockell, pastor
of the white Baptist church of that city. This was in-service training.
In 1880, he married Miss Annie Stephens, an orphan girl of limited edu¬
cation. She was a fine woman and attended college for three years after
they were married. In I88O, Reverend Luke was called to Bethesda
Baptist Church at Marshall, Texas. While here for seven years, he
^Ibid., citing Peques, A. W., o£. cit.. p, 322.
^Ibid.. p* 3k.
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attended a high school taught by Professor D. Adner, Jr, In I887, he
pastored the St, feul Church at Paris, Texas for one year. Then he
accepted the appointment from the American Baptist Home Mission Society
as General 21ucational Agent of Texas. He attributes his success as a
preacher and teacher to Dr. S. W. Culver who was president of Bishop
College for 10 years. He was elected corresponding secretary to the
National Baptist Convention Foreign Mission Board in I895 at Atlanta,
Georgia, While preaching in Louisville, Kentucky, in the Fifth Street
Baptist Church he collasped and died a few hours later. This was in
1896.^
C. J. Walker
One of the greatest preachers of power was Reverend C. J. Walker.
He was internationally known as Dr. C. J, Walker of Augusta, Georgia.
Dr, Walker was born in Richmond County, Georgia January 11, I858. He
gave his profession of faith and united with the Franklin Covenant
Baptist Church in 1873* He was licensed to preach in I876 and ordained
the following year. His education was ascertained from missionaries at
2
the Atlanta Baptist College (now Morehouse College).
Before 21 years of age he was "dividing the word of truth". For
several years he served his Mother Church as pastor. He traveled in the
North preaching in the interest of his great chvirch in Augusta, Georgia




language, good diction, eloquence, Christian bearing, and a spirit of
earnestness that national leaders recognized in him. He was brilliant,
but modest. Once he was offered a beautiful church building, a member¬
ship of 3»000, and a salary twice as much as he was getting, but he
refused this church located in Tennessee to remain at Augusta, Georgia.^
According to Carter Gr. Woodson, Walker's church had distinguished
white tourists to visit it. Among them were: President W. H. Taft,
John D.. Eockefeller, General Rush C. Hawkins, David Gregg and iyman B.
Goff,2
Tabernacle Church grew immensely as it sought to meet the community's
needs. It developed into an institutional enterprise with the activi¬
ties such as those of a social welfare agency.^
In Ifew York while serving as pastor he founded the great 135th
Street Branch Y.M.C.A. of that city and assisted in organizing one in
Augusta, Georgia.^
He held many high positions and was vice-president of the Ifetional
Baptist Convention of the United States when he died. He traveled in
Europe ani Palestine and wrote several books of his travels and sermons.-5
A. J. Stokes
He was a man of words and deeds. Reverend a. J. Stokes was born in







was converted. He connected himself with the Canaan Baptist Church,
Chnaan, South Carolina.^ later, he was called as pastor to the Black
Jack Baptist Church at Ifinnsbaro, South Carolina in I87I. He served
fovir years and in 1875 accepted the call to the Bock Hill Baptist
Church of Fairfield, South Carolina. The following year (I878) he was
called to Mount Olive Baptist Church and served both churches for
nearly three years.^
Reverend Stokes received his early education from a country school
in Barnwell County, South Carolina, then attended Claflin University,
Orangeburg, South Gferolina for two terms. He graduated from Benedict
College in Columbia, South Carolina with high honors in 1884.^
Reverend Stokes was one of the prominent figures in the infancy of
the Joreign Mission Convention of Negro Baptists, At the time the
fifteenth anniversary of the convention was celebrated in I894 he was







historical SETTII!ll OF THE ES1M)ICT EXTBlNEION
Oat of the 18 pioneer ministers studied; two came from around the
area of the Silver Bluff Church. The origin of three is not mentioned.
Four were born in the State of Virginia; four in the State of South
Carolina. Two came from Georgia and one frcan each of the following
atates; New Hampshire, Alabama and Louisiana.
Their education was that of reading the Bible in seclusion; being
taught to sing and later becoming an exhorter and then being instructed
in the ministry by a minister. Some became exhorters and led prayer
services. One was described as having a fair education. One was
liberated to preach among slaves and teach than to read and write (1800-
1803). Some as youths came under the teaching of private tutors or
masters as they nursed the letters' children. After the Civil War some
worked their way through schools that were set up by mission boards and
the Freedman's Bureau. One preacher would commit and recite every
Sunday 100 verses from Scriptures. And one also studied under a white
minister while pastoring.
It was interesting to note that two of the churches mentioned in
the biography of the •well-educated" Reverend A. J. Stokes are pastored




A Brief History of Benedict CoTlesce
Benedict was one of the important private institutions established
at Columbia, South Carolina. It was founded by Mrs. Bethsheba A. Benedict
of Eawtucket, Rhode Island in I870. The pxirpose for which this institu¬
tion was established can be heard each Founder’s Day, March l6th, at
Benedict College, Columbia, South Carolina and it is something on this
order 1
To educate young men of the Baptist faith for
the ministry; to prepare efficient teachers;
to train each student in the fundamentals of
Christian citizenship.
The primary aims were to train ministers, teachers and other Chris¬
tian leaders in a Christian context. This Benedict has tried to do. It
has trained many leaders in these professions.
From 1870 to I890 Benedict was an institute. In I890, the scope was
enlarged and Benedict Institute was named Benedict College.
Up to 1929, Benedict had had white presidents. In 1929, Dr. J. J.
Starks, the first Negro president, was elected as its head. He served
well and when he passed away, the present president. Dr. J. A. Bacoats,
took over the reins and the college is progressing rapidly. Under his
administration new buildings and ecLuipments have been added and very
important is the fact that the college has received its *A* rating.
In memory of her husband. Dr. J. J. Starks, Mrs. J. J. Starks gave
$10,000 in 1950, ai^d this was used to help purchase a $20,000 beautiful
one-acre plot on which stands the J. J. Starks School of Theology.^
^Benedict College Bulletin. Columbia; Benedict College, 1957-1958
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Beriming of Sbctension
It is not known at this time by the writer all of the "streams" that
helped to establish the present Benedict extension program. But from
notes taken from an interview with Dean Charles H. Brown of the J. J.
Starks School of Theology, Columbia, South Carolina, the following is
how the present Benedict extension program seemed to have come about.
As early as 1923* Dr. Ceorge Rice Hovey instituted for the South a
program known as the National Ministers’ Institute Plan. It seems that
he used the Colleges or schools in the areas that he worked as his centers
of operations. These colleges and schools were connected with the Northern
Baptist Convention. Dr. Hovey was able to use these schools since he,
too, was being sponsored and supported by interests from a fund of the
Northern Baptist Convention.
For the courses that were taught in these ministers’ institutes.
Dr. Hovey had books written. According to Dr. J. M. Sllison, Chancellor
of Virginia Union University, Richmond, Virginia, "Several books were
written by Negro scholars at the request of Dr. Hovey. Among them were
the following;
A Short History of the Baptists by Dr, Miles
Mark Fisher
Stewardship by Dr. W. L. Ransome
A book on Religious Education by a graduate
of Shaw University, Raleigh, North Carolina."^
In these ministers' institutes were taught other subjects such as:
Bible, Homiletics, Christian Doctrine, and the Rural Church. These
^Letter from Chancellor J. M. Ellison, Virginia Union University,
Richmond, Virginia, December 8, 1958.
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institutes were conducted in the summer. When they were over. Dr. Hovey
continued as an extension teacher at the college. Benedict kept records
at that time and certificates were given to the ministers who finished
the prescribed courses.
The fund from which the interest was gotten supplied enough money to
pay the transportation of the ministers who attended the institutes at
Benedict College. This fund ran out by 1934*
Dean Charles H. Brown, Dean of J. J. Starks' School of Theology at
Benedict College, came to South Carolina in 1926 and found the institute
at Benedict College. He taught in it. Early in the 1930's Dean Brown
was granted the Slater Foundation's Grant for higher study. He accepted
and in 1934* returned to Benedict College with the S. T. M. Degree which
he received from Oberlin Seminary in Oberlin, Ohio.
This time he found the Southern Baptist Convention was filling in
the financial gap that was left by the withdrawal of the Northern Baptist
Convention. The Southern Baptist Home Mission Board supplied a teacher¬
missionary (a teacher-missionary is one who teaches in the seminary
during the day and in extension centers mostly at night) to conduct
institutes on the order of the old National Ministers' Plan. The first
years, 10 or more, the teachers were white. Messrs. John E. Hair, W. L.
Hatcher and Willie L. Buffington were the Southern Baptist white teacher-
missioneiries for the institutes at Benedict,
In 1940, Dr. Brown was elected to serve as acting Dean of the School
of Theology and in 1943, ii© «©© elected teacher-missionary on a full¬
time basis. Since Dean Brown has had the program in charge, he has
scaled the ministerial courses down to the most urgent needs of in-
service pastors. In recent years courses in "Pastoral Care," "Religious
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jjflucation, * and “English." have been added to the extension service of
the college for in-service ministers;
South Carolina like many other southern states is rural. And though
it will beccme much more industrialized with the completion of the Hartwell
Dam near Andersout South Carolina, and the building of other plants in
the state, the people will still tend to live in the rural areas in some
places. This means that rural institutions will still be used. The
church is one of those institutions. This means there is and will be
a need for study in the new role of the so-called rural church.
In Dean Brown's estimation the extension classes are going through
their demise. After five or six years a good class is built up but it
is not institutionalized. This is generally because those who build it
up are ministers who are professionally trained, and they may be called
to better pastorates elsewhere, then the ones for whom the class is
designed become disinterested and the extension has to change.
As early as, 1929 under Dr. Hovey, extension service for in-service
ministers began at Benedict College, but it was not until Dr. Brown
became a teacher-missionary on a full-time basis that the extension
centers began to take form in other cities.^
The Locations of Extensions
Extension classes are located where there is a sponsoring agency,
and where there is no other such school of any denomination sponsoring
^General Report of the Department of Work with Negroes, Guy Bellamy,
Secretary to the Home Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention
dealing with the work in 1954. South Carolina section. C. H. Brown report¬
ing, pp, 1-4. (Ccmpiled in Book form in the files of Benedict College).
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one* According to tke Bulletin for the School of Theology at Benedict
College: "Bbctension classes are condiicted in urban centers where mini¬
sters’ conferences or like organizations will sponsor them,*^
The sponsoring agency may be the group of ministers themselves. It
may be the Baptist association of the county, the missionary society of
a church or the churches of the county or the ministerial alliance or arty
such agency may sponsor an extension class for ministers.
The function of the sponsoring agency is to appropriate funds to pay
50 per cent of the transportation cost of the instructor to the class.
To put it another way, the agency pays transportation fees for the teacher
to come from his home to the meeting place by car. Some teachers have
lived as far as 108 miles away. Transportation fees were calculated in
1957 at the rate of seven cents per mile. This fee is turned over to the
extension teacher who in turn will mail it to the college's bursar. The
bursar will send an official receipt to the treasurer of the sponsoring
agency. Along with the partial traveling expenses the teacher sends in
a report on the average number of students ixresent per month. The bursar
matches the amount of money sent in with an eaual amount plus the honorar¬
ium and sends the check to the teacher of the extension. (See appendix II,
for a memorandum to sponsors of extension centers and teachers of exten¬
sions).
When this study was made, the Benedict Extensions were located in
the cities of Aiken, Barnwell, Columbia, Greenville, Newberry and
%he J. J. Starks School of Theology Bulletin. Benedict College,
(Columbia, South Carolina, Catalogue Numbers 195^”58), p.l4»
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Spartanburg. All of these cities are county seats of the State of South
Carolina. Columbia is both the county seat of Richland County and the
capital of the State of South Carolina. This is also the city in which
Benedict College is located, as mentioned above.
According to the 1950 U. S. Census report the total population of
the six counties in which these extensions are located is 5^3t240 with an
average percentage of 2j5.0 per cent non-white. The non-white is inter¬
preted in this study as the Negro population.
In two counties between 1940 and 1950 there was a decrease in popu¬
lation due presumably to the Second World War and migration to urban
centers. In some of these counties there was an increase of from 6,5
per cent to 3^.0 per cent. A summary of the population characteristics
for the six counties that have located within them the extension centers
is given in the following table:
TABLE. 1
SUMMARY OF POPUIATICW CHARACTERISTICS FOR AIKEN, BARNWELL,











Aiken 53.137 6.5 33.5
Barnwell 17,266 -14.3 • • •
Greenville 168,152 23.1 59.9
Newberry 31.771 - 5.4 33.2






Per cent by residence








Average per cent non-TwkiteZ&O
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Erom the overview of the population's characteristics in the table
above w© see that in two counties there have been decreases in popula¬
tion; but upon talking with the ministers in the extension classes oue
gets a new insight on population shifts and rural sentimentality. As a
general rule the ministers in the extension classes seamed to have felt
that many of their people do move into the towns and nearby cities* but
invariably they would return to the •home-church* on •preaching Sundays."
Some reported members coming frcxn as far away as 30 miles.^
On the following page is a map of South Carolina showing the 4^
counties of the state and the locations of the six Benedict College
extension centers for in-service ministers.
^Taken from notes on discussions in an extension class about the
instrument in the place where the ques,tion is asked, "Mhat is the distance





&ch class is sponsored by some organization as stated above. And






The first function of the president seams to be janitorial in that
he starts the fire, if the classes are held in lodge halls. When the
members of the class come in sufficient numbers he signals to the chaplain
to lead devotions. Devotions may consist of a song and prayer. Then the
class is given to the teacher far instruction.
The vice-president acts in the absence of the president.
The secretary keeps a record of the finances paid by each member.
No other record of proceedings^ are-kept. No financial report is read
and adopted before the taking of finances is begun. If, however, a
member wishes to know how he stands financially, he is immediately told.
In Aiken, the class meets in the Schofield High School, This gives
a good setting and classroom equipment for writing on boards and desks
for the ministers to take notes. In Newberry, the same situation exists
in the (Jallman High School, At Columbia, the class meets in a classroom
of the J. J. Starks' School of Theology which also provides desks, boards,
and maps to facilitate instruction.
As for Spartanburg and Barnwell the classes hold their sessions in
lodge halls, A stove in both cases(provided .the heat and one finds he
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must move backwards or forwaird according to the heat given oft by the
stove in each situation. Sometimes the walls of one of these buildings
are wet from rain water and this dampened atmospheric condition is
unhealthy to teach- in. In one hall the stove-pipe is burned so that
you visibly see the flame as it enters the chimney—this is hazardous.
In Grreenville, the Phyllis-Wheatley Center is used for the class.
It has heat, a portable hanging writing board, a desk for the teachers
but no seats with desks.
The teacher takes over and by the lecture method proceeds to lecture
on the assigned lesson. If it is Bible, the textbook used is one of the
books in the Know Your Bible Series written by Dr. Boy L. Smith. Fifty
minutes are allotted for each class period. Since some still hold to the
fact that the lessons should be "student-centered" the session or sessions
may encounter problems that are political as well as religious; because
political problems are a part of the minister's concern as well as the
religious problems.
Seme of the textbook^ that were used were;
Know Your Bible Series. Roy L. Sinith, (Nashville:
Abingdon Press (Study 1-12), 1945)*
On The Preparation And Delivery of Sermons, by
John A. Broadus, edited by Jesse Burton Weatherspoon,
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1944)•
Policy And Practice In Baptist Churches, by William
R. McNutt,(Philadelphia: The Judson Press, 1935)*
The Christian Pastor, by W. S. Oates, (Philadelphia:
Westminister Press, 1951)*
Since each extension class lasts only two 50-^iilii^tea sessions the
period for the break is often not taken. This enables the ministers to
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leave earlier and also gives the teacher a chance to go earlier* After
the sessions, the teacher gives the class back in the hand of the presi¬
dent who gives some encjoioraging remarks and then calls for the dues. The
dues are to pay the teacher’s traveling expenses of seven cents per mile
one way, to buy fuel, and pay rent on the building. Then the benediction
is given and the class is over until the next week.
The two main subjects seem to be "Bible" and "Rractiee Preaching."
This seems to be in order since a minister is supposed to know his "Bible"
and he would like to learn how to preach better. Along the line of the
latter the selection of the type of sermons to suit certain occasions is
a real problem to some and they earnestly seek answers to this problem.
All teachers have their B. A. and B. D. Degrees and must have been
in the upper half of their classes in seminary to have the opportunity
to act as ambassadors of the college. All five of the teachers are
graduates of the Seminary at Benedict—two have additional study. All
five are pastors. Three of the five teachers live in the same city where
the extension classes are held. One teacher teaches in two centers that
are 57 and 43 miles from his residence. One teacher lives 30 miles from
his center. The Dean once traveled 108 miles to his extension class.^
The college expects at least eight persons to be in class regularly,
the student to know the books that they study well, and that each mini¬
ster will be allowed to see how much more there is to know. It is the
hope of the dean that the ministers who can, will come to seminary. In
an interview with Dean Charles Brown of the J. J. Starks'
School of Theology at Benedict College, October 6, 1958*
other words* the seminary tries to recruit for the B»Th. Program through
the extension classes. On the other hand, if these men are not able to
come to seminary, it is hoped that they will be given a "crutch" to aid
them to "walk better" in ministering to their parishes.
The students on the other hand, want "ammunition* to fire at their
congregations. They want it in a special form, that is, sermonic, whereby
they can "parrot" the teacher on the Sundays they preach to their flock.
If the teacher gives them what they want, they are often heard to echo:
"That’s good stuff."
The class session is sometimes lively and filled with imparting the
li^t to minds that are tired from a work day in nany instances. At
other times the students want confirmation of their thoughts and ideas.
Sometimes they prefer airing out their political views on certain subjects
rather than on the political situation of the Judeans during the Babylonian
captivity. Sometimes religious leaders that they have encountered in the
barbershop have disturbed their basic beliefs and they want answers to
counter them. Tbr an example: "Did Judas take communion before he went
out to betray Christ?" This is a real concern of one of the class's mem¬
bers.
A Lectvire on the Bible
To get a mental picture from the class sessions of the Bible and
Practice Preaching, these class sessions are described in as much detail
as the writer could place into words. Both classes were taught by the
same teacher. He was unaware that the writer was taking notes on his
classes for this study. This was done to get a freer response by the
teacher and students. After the sessions, the teacher gave the writer
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permission to use these two sessions in this study* They are given as the
writer observed them as a member of the class. First Is the class session
on the Bible,
The ministers' alliance has just adjourned and the ministers who take
"Bible" remained in the room while the other ministers left for other desti¬
nations. The teacher dressed smartly came before the ranaining ministers
and asked brother "M"' to lead in prayer. After prayer the class was seated
and the teacher gave soma preliminary remarks. Then the roll was called.
Noting that only five men were present the teacher admonished them about
tardinesses and absences if they wanted to get credit for the course.
The subject for discussion was the "Prophet Joel." The teacher began
the lecture. He was seated. At this time another student came in. As
he gets settled one could glance around the room and see flowers in the
windows then your attention is brought back to the lecture as the teacher
intones, "Joel was the last of the inspired prophets." At this time
another student arrived in class. This makes two interruptions in nine
minutes. The teacher continues, "Joel is not listed in chronological
order; Malachi was not the last prophet," The teacher has a prepared
manuscript, at this time he turns to the blackboard to illustrate a
point. The teacher asked for questions. One of the men confessed that
he has been guilty of telling his congregation that Ifelachi was the last
prophet of the Old Testament period. The teacher continues, "Joel from
internal evidence was written about 350 B. C. Now by internal evidence
we mean from the book itself. Locusts and plagues were the reason hea¬
then gods were being worshipped. While these were common, Joel told
Israel the reason for the plagues on them were because of their sins.
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Joel talks, about insects and about other creatures that would leap up.*
At this time the writer looks around to notice the response of the
Sjtudents to the teacher. This is what he observed:
Two students were looking in the textbooks.
Three were looking at the teacher without their books.
One was looking in the Bible seemingly for a reference.
One who had come in late dressed in a uniform looked
as if he was sleeping.
The teacher asked, *Are there any (questions?* This question was
asked by one of the men: “In speaking of the sin of racial impurity,
which group sins--those who get mixed or those who mix?* In the sense
in which he was speaking the question was answered that those who mix if
you can call that a sin.
At the end of the questions about the Prophet Joel, the teacher con¬
tinues the class session with a lecture on the book of Jonah: *The Book
of Jonah is about a prophet. Jonah said nothing; they said it about him.
He was attached to the court of Jeroboam II which indicates that Jonah
was a professional prophet. This Book teaches that Yahweh is, concerned
about all people. This is a good book for missionary sermons. This book
isi a protest against narrow nationalism, Jonah was written about 350 B. C,
"The Jew" had become introverted." At this time the word "introverted" was
questioned as to its meaning. (The teacher with his last sentence is
speaking louder now than previously in this lecture; as it was suspected
the semon of Jonah was on its way),^ "Amen," is muffled by one of the
men in the corner of the room. The teacher tells of Jonah's trip in the
^Parenthesis mine.
opposite direction and the storm he encountered. “Jonah gives up he
said. Smiles of agreement were witnessed on the faces of the men in the class.
The teacher states, “The whale 'pukes' him upj before he knows it he's in
Nineveh. A great fish, a fish that was prepared by God, well anyway...
“That*s rightsaid one of the students. At this time they began
literally to recite the story of Jonah with the teacher. The class is
told that the city was saved, and that Jonah got mad. “The gourd vine that
Jonah was under was grown by God,* said the teacher. “Um-hiih,* said the
class. The teacher pointed out, "That the parable of the worm is to show
Jonah that weeping over the vine is the way that God wept, so to speak,
over the city," And without warning while the class is at a high pitch
and visibly enjoying the lecture, the teacher said, "All this is fiction.
This story is written as an allegory to carry a deeper truth. We have
no evidence that says that Nineveh ever turned to Yahweh. Ifo Assyrian
monarch was ever called King. In this story the fish is not important.
The important point is that God is concerned about everybody." After the
lecture the q.ue3tion was asked, “Was the whole city saved or was it just
the king?" The teacher explained that Jonah was a type representing a
trend of thinking in the Jewish nation.
The next question asked was, "So when you go into the details, you
are wrong?"
Answer: "Yes."
Qjuestion: "One more thing, I guess it is just a thought, where
it says, 'I prayed in the belly of the whale,' does that
have to do with Jesus in the tomb?"
Answer: "No."
Comment by a student: “I think it is fine for our minds to be
flexible to accept these new truths."
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Comnent by another student: “A Jew in Oakland, California
wanted me to explain to him how the people could
get in Noah*s Ark along with the food,*
^ now, the time was out for this session of the class. During the
break period one dollar was collected from each of the men for the ex¬
penses of the class.
A Practice Preachix^ Session
After the break the members of the class reassembled. The teacher
then asked Brother *0" to lead a hymn. The tymn chosen was; "Co Preach
rfy Gospel, Saith the Lard," The first two stanzas were sung. The
Reverend was scheduled to preach and as the class hummed the hymn
he went to the stand that had been provided for this session. All of the
members of the class had been requested to take notes. Reverend "M" stood
in a meditative mood for a moment until the humming died out. He
addressed the teacher and the brethren of the class as "Christian friends."
For the Scripture he read Matthew l6;13. This was his text. The sub¬
ject of his message was the "Divinity of Christ."
The sermon proper took this course:
More has been said and written about Christ than any other
man. Christ has been misunderstood and misrepresented.
People had different opinions of him. One writer said, 'It
was the northern strip of Palestine where people asked, who
He was?' Some said he was John, HLias or some other prophet,
Christ asked his disciples, 'Who do you say I am?' He wanted
to know what his representatives of him thought he was.
Christ was satisfied with what Peter said when he said, 'Thou
art the Christ the son of the living God.'
On one occasion the Scribes and Pharisees said he was a
devil or Beelzebub. On one occasion Nicodemus slipped
to Him at night and acknowledged the Divinity of Christ.
The danoniac out in the graveyard possessed devils that
acknowledged His divinity. Those two who were crucified
with him acknowledged His divinity. The centurion acknowl¬
edged that He was the son of God.
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Paul the prosecuting attorney of the Sanhedrin Court, got his
authority to prosecute Christ's followers. But when Paul met
Christ, he changed. He acknowledged before King Agrippa that
Christ had changed him. Paul had hated the Christians but
now he saw the light. Agrippa said to I^ul, 'Almost you
persuade me to become a Christian.'
We, Christians, today have sufficient proof that Jesus Christ
is the son of Cod through His death and resurrection. Christ
never fails. Paul has told us who He was. And as the poet
says, hope is built on nothing less than Jesus' blood and
righteousness; I dare not trust the sweetest frame, but wholly
lean on Jesus' name. On Christ, the solid Rock, I stand; All
other ground is sinking sand. All other ground is sinking sand,'
As the minister takes his seat, one could hear "Amen'." "That's good I"
from the other members of the class. At this time the teacher started the
appraisal of the message. He said, "Reverend 'M,' you were supposed to
preach a topical message, and in it present argumentations from testimony.
Class, do you think he stuck with the topic and trend on which he was
asked to preach?" At this time, the teacher goes to the blackboard and
writes the following:












understanding is that we are not to bother the
Scriptural story as such."
"If you were a church member, would you have understood
his subject?"
"Last time I preached you didn't want me to define the
subject."
•What do we mean about divinity?"
Class: "God
Teacher; "Wait a minute now, there are many divinities. Reverend
'M' dealt with something high powered."
(At this time one of the ministers brought a dictioneiry
into the classroom. The teacher swiftly turned to the
word divinity). The teacher begins to read: (l) "A
state or CLuality of being divine; nature or essence of
God. (2) A deity; a god. (3) A celestial being superior
to man. (4) Something superhuman, (5) The science that
treats of God and his salvation."
Teacher continues; "You have five definitions. Now let's get back
to you. This shows you should have concerned yourself
with the Godhead. Everything you said almost came out of
the Bible. Not that you shouldn't use the Bible, but you
must also prove your thesis by what other people say.
You never got around to saying it."
Reverend "M";; "You say I didn't but my testimony was; my hope is
built on nothing less...."
Teacher; "You got to have experience before you hope."
Reverend "M*;; "I don't know, but my faith makes me to believe."
Teacher; (Hits on desk for emphasis it seemed) "If you go down
town to testify, you can't say, hope is built,' you
got to tell further back."
Reverend "M"t "I was telling my Christian experience. I didn't think
I had to go all the way back."
Teacher: "It is necessary. When we sent you out we told you to
tell your experience, and other experiences. A topical
sermon that embraced all these was your assignment. You
gave all internal testimony. You didn't get beyond."
Reverend •M"s I didn't have books to get all that. I only had the
Bible."
Teacher; "Those were good, but you want to go out beyond to the
present day and time,"
Reverend "M"; "Is it that I must tell my own experience each time?"
Teacher; "No."
Reverend "M";; "I just wanted to know."
Teacher; "Be aire you know the difference between judgment and fact.
The judgnent of the folk is predicated on the fact that
Christ lived what He taught.
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Your judgment ia predicated on the fact that you know
Him, You are going to die; I am going to die; they
are going to die; the important thing about Christ is
He arose. Then you should have gone back and got
testimony that He arose, and because He arose, I will I
(Amens and laughters were heard). Always have a main
point. Ask yourself, 'What am I going to try to get
over to these people?' Let everything revolve around
this always. Anyone else got anything to say?"
Brother "K*:: "Brother 'C sang too loud far our place here. If
you are in a funeral home, you want to sing just loud
enough,»
Teacher; "I am closing out, I preacJied one day; 'The Biddle of
the Universe.' The riddle of the universe is God, The
riddle of God is answered in Christ. The riddle of
Christ is answered in the Cross.
God thinks. He thinks of objects, Christ is the object
of God's thoughts. Think of a God v4io doesn't think.
God thinks, and in order for Him to think He must have
an object to think about."
Brother »J";: "Dr, 'B' what was your text?"
Teacher; "I don't remember just now, but the subject ia not
original with me. E. Stanley Jones in one of his. books
talks about the riddle of the universe. However, Brother
'K,' you are to preach next week, I want you to preach
a sermon emphasizing the introduction and the conclusion.
Gentlemen, remember that a topical sermon is developing
the topic. All right—that's all.
This class was chosen to be observed because it seemed to be typical
of the rest plus the fact that the men were ready to start long before
the class saneater started. In several of the others the spirit was not
the same. The writer felt that since these men were anxious they would
try to make the most out of the class.
CHAPTER VIII
THE jFINDIIJGS OF THIS STUDY
This study Included 44 ministers and one deacon (see appendix I).
Of the ministers, 35 charges. Of the 35* only one lived in a house
that the church paid the rent on. Thirty-four of them lived in theirown
homes. The nine who did not have charges rented or lived in their own
homes. Mays and Nicholson in their survey found that:
The vaat majority, 410 or 69.4 per cent of the
ministers of this study get less than $2,000 a
year. The situation is not radically changed
when one considers a free home, because the
aaaller the salary, the leas likely that the
church will furnish a parsonage.1
In this formula the salary seems to indicate that the lower the
salary the less likely a parsonage. From the sampling of the ministers
in these extension classes two points seem to arise: (l) the churches
for the most part did not provide them with a house, but one paid the
rent; and (2) the ministers were not resident.
Because of this arrangement the ministers who have charges, may not
move frcM their churches as rapidly as resident pastors who depend
entirely upon the church for their support.
Age of Ministers on Last Birthday
To get a picture of the effectiveness that might be yielded by the
men in these classes the question was asked: "What was your age on your
iMays, Benjamin E., and Joseph W. Nicholson, The Negro's Church.
(New York: Institute of Social and Religious Research, 1933)» P* 189»
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last birthday?" It was found that 62 per cent of the 44 who reported
were between 35 suid 54 years of age. ffelton believes that:
The effectiveness of a minister
is apt to decrease vdien he gets
beyond the age of 50 unless he
takes refresher courses and has
a systematic plan of study.^
looking at the table as a whole it is estimated that 54 per cent of these
ministers are within the age range for an effective church ministry.
The table below gives the ages of 44 nien on their last birthday:
TABIE 2
AdE LAST BIRTHDAY OF 44 MMISTERS
Age Range Number of Ministers Percentage
25 - 34 5 11.0
35 - 44 10 23.0
45 - 54 17 39.0
55 - 64 7 16.0
65 and over5 11.0
Total 44 100.0
A Correlation Between the Ministers' "Call" and
the Age They Hhtered the Ministry
Negro ministers in these extension classes entered the ministry at
a late age. They also received their call at a late age when we think
in terms that a formally trained minister whohas finished seminary with
the B. D. Degree is 25 years old if he went straight through with his
training without interruption. The largest number of men in one cate¬
gory in this study entered the ministry between the ages of 25 and 34.
^Felton, Ralph A., These Kv Brethren. (Madison, New Jersey:
Copyright by Ralph A. FLeton, 1950)* P»cl*
It ia between these ages that the largest number received their "call."
Nearly 75 psr cent of the ministers in this study entered between the
ages of 25 and 44*
The "call" is something that rural ministers hold sacred. They do
not like to talk about it for fear they will be laughed to scorn or un¬
believed. Crunnar t(^dal seiys of the Negro minister;
The chief prerequisite for becoming a minister in
most of the dencminations to which Negroes belong
ia traditionally not education, but a "call* which
is more often the manifestation of temporary hys.-
teria or opportunistic self-inspiration than of
a deep soul-searching. There are many exceptions,
of course, and they are becoming somewhat more
frequent, but the preachers who come to their pro¬
fession through a "call" are still numerically
significant. Such preachers tend to retain the
anotionalism that has traditionally been identi¬
fied with the Negro's religion.^
Daniel and Kelly in their survey of college and theological students
questioned them on their beliefs about men being called to the ministry.
Their findings were:
The college students, with few exceptions, doubted
that there was any such thing as a "divine call,"
while the question tapped a sensitive spot with the
theological students, most of whom were decidedly
of the opposite opinion. However, both sets of
students were in substantial agreement that the
consensus of opinion among the churchgoers of
their home communities is that ministers are 'calTed
of Qod' in a supernatural way.2
Dr, David A, MacLennan reports in The Pulpit for June, 1958s
That a recent survey of 888 candidates undertaken by
Dr. Marcus Erester of Philadelphia showed that all
Ij^rdal, Gunnar, An American Dilettma, (New York: Iferper &
Brothers Publishers, 1944)'. P»875»
SDaniel, tf. A., The Education of Negro Ministers. (New York:
George H. Doran Company, 1925). P* 71*
agreed that something similar to what we know as a
"call" is prerequisite to decision for this vocation.
Interesting and reassuring to those who are uncertain
about this matter of a "call" is the other fact reveal¬
ed by this surveys 95 per cent of those questioned
stated that the growth of this conviction had been
gradual rather than sudden. Fewer than 20 per cent
selected the ministry as their initial vocational
choice. Earlier ambitions included such construc¬
tive fields as those of science, teaching, law, music,
farming, engineering. Only two of the 888 reported
that for them the "call" was unmistakeable from the
first time they had considered their life's work.
For the most of the persons reported Dr. Prester,
the final assurance that the ministry was 'for them'
came after wise counseling, prayer and mature
reflection.
There are three in this study who received their "call" early enough
with all things being equal to have gone further in formal training it
seems. These three were between the ages of 15 and 19 years old.
It can be seen in the diagram that is to follow that the minister's
"calP and his entrance into the ministry came in the same age range.
When men are not gradually educated into the vocation of the mini¬
stry through formal training, much stock is placed in "'dramatical and
mystical experiences."
Twenty-four out of the 44 ministers received "spiritual urges"
that made them know that they were chosen to do this vital work. They
received them suddenly or they received them repeatedly until they gave
in to the divine urge that they themselves interpreted as Grod's'ball.”
It is between the ages of 25 and 44 years that this "spiritual urge"
made itself manifest in the lives of 15 men.
^Maclennan, David A., "The Kind of Ministry We Need," The Pulpit,
Vol. KXEX (June, 1958). PP* ^-7.
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The next largest factor was the "mysterious vision* of Grod that the
ministers claimed they saw. In some mysterious way akin to that of the
prophet Isaiah they were able to go beyond "the veil of earth" and get a
vision of God in which they were asked to go for Him to the people. Below
is a scatter diagram which seeks to show the relation between the "call"
and the age at which these men studied entered the ministry.
TABLE 3
A SCATTER DIAGRAI4 SHOWING THE RELATIOJSHIP BETWEEN THE "CALL"









































• Vision of God
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•* Social Counselousness
fV> • • "Environment"
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It should be pointed out that only one of the ministers in this sur¬
vey was an African Methodist Episcopal Zionist. The other 43 were Baptists.
Baptist chxirches can license and ordain a man regardless of what the
association to which the churches belong might say. Any local Baptist
church has the power to ordain as well as to license a man for its
ministry. This autonomy of the Baptist church makes any uniform system
set up for qualification of the ministers of little or no effect.
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In maqyplaces educational (lualifications are somewhat against the
minister* The "call" is more important because it conforms to the
traditional beliefs* Formal education will tend to lift horizons beyond
the perspectives of many members who would rather, it seems, look back to
what they call the good old days. A man who receives his "call" with the
knowledge of the peculiar "taboos" and mores of the people is to them
ideal. A knowledge of their taboos and mores is good, but this knowledge
without formal training limits. A leader should be close enough to his
people but far enough out front to lead.
Only 21 per cent of the ministers in this study entered the ministry
before their twenty-first birthday. This is before they possibly had
taken on the responsibility of a wife or had very maiy children. These
could have on the basis of their age gone on to college and seminary with
little embarrassment. However, many people do not realize their mistakes
until it is eilmost impossible to do anything about them. The "call*
generally comes at the age when he is most likely to have responsibilities.
Marital Status of the Ministers
All of the ministers in this study have been narried. Forty-two of
the 44 sure still married. One has been divorced, and one is a widower.
Ely experiencing married life the ministers are being true to the
Protestant tradition. The pastor is an example whether he aspires to
this position or not. He and his family undergo the toughest scrutiny.
The minister should have a well regulated family life. In this study
12 of the miniaters have no children, and 32 of them have from one to
13 children. The distribution of children among the ministers is^own
in the following table;
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The 32 ministars who have children have on an average of five
children per minister. Looking at the number in the family from this
point of view; there would be at least seven members in each household
if all children are at home.
The ministers who do not have children are not necessarily exempted
from dependents. All persons who are supported by the minister eire
designated dependents. His wife and relatives may be his responsibility.
Dependents are factors that could have caused the ministers to deny them¬
selves. of a college and seminary training. While 12 ministers have no
children only seven have no dependents. Dependents on the other hand may
have helped his •call" to the ministry. In the following table can be
seen the distribution of dependents among the ministers of this study:
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TABLE 5
ttSEENDENTS OF 44 MINISTERS














•seven ministers have 14H dependents which is
>nts per minister. To support his family the
>me.
Occupation of the Ministers Before Entering
the Ministry
As can be expected, since the majority of the men in this study
entered after 25 years of age, they had other jobs, fifteen or 34.5 per
cent were farmers, and the next highest per cent were janitors. The










Day Laborer 7 15.9
Cooks and Domestics 5 11.3
Construction Worker 4 9.0
Barber 2 4.5
Teacher 1 2.2
Railroad Worker 1 2.2
Occupation in the Order of Financial Importance
Another revealing situation of the ministers in this class is their
present occupations in the order of their financial importance. Only 12
ministers listed the ministry as their first line of support. Twenty-
three listed the ministry second as to its financial importance to them.
To do an effective job one must have a main interest in it. This job
also should be self-supporting. Is the ministry therefore used as a
•tip," a means of helping out the other salary? If so, what is the
main job-interest of the man?
It is interesting to note that the work of janitor ranks second in
the occupations of kk ministers before entering the ministry, (See
Table 6), and second in the occupations according to financial import¬
ance in both first and second place. (See Table ?)• Only one minister
listed a third occupation as a means of financial importance. Table 7
shows a list of occupations in the order of their financial importance
to 44 ministers
TABLE 7








Ministry 12 Ministry 23 Brick Mason 1
Janit or 5 Janitor 2
Textile Worker 3 Carpenter 1
Construction Painter 1
¥orker 3 Social
Truck Driver 2 Security 1
Gardener 2 Cook 1














A Correlation of the Education of the Ministers with the Years
They Have Attended Extension Glasses
Tha writers, of ifegro history generally hold the Negro minister as a
leader with little education. Mv^dai says of themj
The educational level of Negro ministers shows great
variations; the average is extremely low. The same
is true of salaries.^
Hone of the ministers in this study have had the standard American
training for the ministry. The standard ia a four-year college course or
^Myrdal, 0£.. eit.. p. 321.
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its equivalent followed by a three-year seminary course. One minister
or 2.2 per cent had taken three years of seminary work but had not been
to college. One minister had finished college and had taken two years
of seminary training; one finished one year of seminary but had no
college training, fbur of the ministers had completed their college
training. Over half of the ministers, 52.2 per cent, never had gone
beyond the eighth grade, and 86,4 por cent of the ministers had never
gone above high school in their training.
All of the men recognized a need for education, and that is the
suggested reason they are in these extension classes. While the
seminary is a much more capable institution to discipline men who are
to be ministers, the extension class is the best "crutch" for the
moment.
The writer x-ias present at the first session of one class which
signaled the reopening of the Benedict extension in that city. The
president of the class during his remarks said;.
We are here because we don't know, and in the words
of a popular song it says, 'If you don't know you'd
better ask somebody'; now you don't plan to stay
where you are (pastoring now).* little boys won't
pay any attention if I get up and 'mess up'. Some¬
times I don't know how to get a subject from a text.
We want the information not the man. We want to
know so children won't ridicule us.d
Because of this the Negro church is said to be losing out among the
young people who are school children and are no longer patrons of •pious
ignorance" among clergyman. On this I^rdal states:
• (Parenthesis mine).
^Nbtes on a class being surveyed, October 26, 1958.
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The Negro church is losing out among the young people,
mostly because the Negro preacher has lagged behind
the rest of the Negro community and particularly
behind other professionals, in acc^uiring a better
education. Still the Negro church retains its hold
over the Negro community and will continue to give
livelihood to a large proportion of Ifegro professionals,^
Today an individual entering the public schools of South Carolina
at the age of six could graduate from twelfth grade at the age of 18,
Tbur years later he could finish college, and if he chooses the ministry
as his life's vocation, three years later he could finish seminary. This
is, a total of 19 years of training, and the minister would be 25 years of
age which means he could physically give of his best, as well as spirit¬
ually.
Not until 1947 did South Carolina have the twelfth grade as a require¬
ment to graduate from high schoolj previously it had been the eleventh
grade. Any minister who went to the public schools of South Carolina,
and is, as of September, 1958, 30 years old could have on the basis of
the previous arrangement completed his professional training at the age
of 24. This, however, is a matter of conjecture.
SonB of the ministers in this study were previously farmers, jani¬
tors and day laborers. The reason they accepted these jobs may be&ie to
their mounting responsibilities., race, preparedness, availability, and
economic coi^itions. The general wages of the Negro in the South is lower
than that of the average “white" person in the South. This is true
despite the fact that both must pay the same prices for the common neces¬
sities of life.
^I^yrdal, 0£. cit., p. 322.
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Thirty-two or 72.7 per cent of the ministers had children and 37
or 84*0 per cent of the ministers had dependents. This may have had its
bearing on the ministers who are in the extension classes. The responsi¬
bility of children and dependents takes the time that could otherwise be
used in school, therefore, the extension class is the best "crutch" at
the moment to help them educationally.
The Dean of the Benedict School of Theology hopes that the exten¬
sion classes will serve as sources of recruitment for the school of
theology. These classes should, among other things, show the younger
men how much they do not know. It is advancement to know that you do
not know.
Sixteen men have attended the extension class one to two years;
eleven have attended three to four years; seven have attended five to
six years. The next highest is five ministers who have attended seven
to eight years. As indicated by the table that is to follow, more
ministers attended the extension classes between one to four years than
between five and twelve years. When the question is asked, "Why are
the ministers absent from class?" the reply is generally, "I don't
know." On one occasion the answer was, "It is due to the money they
are requested to pay."
Each member of the class is supposed to contribute to the treasurer
for the expense of the teacher's traveling expenses one way to the class,
and the college will pay the other way. At one time the class did not
have to pay one way of the teacher's expenses. The present administra¬
tion at the college felt that it might spark greatest interest if the
ministers of the class gave token aid to the expenses of the teacher.
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Another answer given is that the men dropped out because the
class is hard in that they cannot read well enough to keep up and are
embarrassed by questions. Still others work during the time of the
class meeting. Some of the ministers go to lodge meetings on that
night. Mary if not all of these excuses could be co-ordinated. The
following diagram shows the hipest grade completed and the years



























































































To find out if the men could attend classes four times a week
which, would parallel the number of days a week the average seminairy
student goes to class per week the question was asked, "Could you
attend thes classes foiir times a week?" If the extension classes
were offered, 11 out of the 44 ministers could not attend four times
a week. Thirty-three of them could attend. There is a possible
correlation between these 33 wlio can attend and the 35 ministers who
have churches; but when we actually count the number who can attend,
and vdio have classes we find out of the 33 only 2? of them have
churches and six do not.
The Benedict-Morris Pastors' Institute
In addition to these extension classes in the summer under the
joint auspices of Benedict College, Columbia, South Carolina and Morris
College, Sumter, South Carolina a program of fellowship, study, in¬
spiration, recreation and rest is carried on. They alternate annually
on the colleges' campuses. In 1958i 'tbe fester's Institute met at
Benedict College.
^ch minister is asked to pay $5.00 for registration. C-enerally,
three fourths of the ministers comply with this fee. Some who are in
dire circumstances are given free registration.
But of the 44 ministers studied in this class 26 had never attended
the jfestors' Institute. Over half or 59*0 per cent have not taken advan¬
tage of the institute that has been going on for 15 or more years. The




















Books and Periodicals Which Ministers Buy
The ministers were asked what religious periodicals did they buy
and what books aided them in writing their sermons. Twenty of the
ministers used no aids in writing their sermons. Ten used the Sunday
School commentaries for references. Three used daily devotions. Two
used sermon starters. There were two who claimed they read books by
£. Stanley Jones and Ceorge W. Truett, but they could not remember the
titles of the books. The following table shows the religious periodi¬
cals reported by the ministers.
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TABLE 10






Sunday School Commentaries 10
Daily Devotions 3
Sword of the Lord 1
Readers Digest 3
Sermon Starters 2
The Star of Zion 1
Christian Heart 1
Homs Life 1
Books by E. Stanley Jones 1
Books by George W. Truett 1
The 20 is a puzzle because if they are only readers of the Bible
what relevancy can they bring to the congregation unless they know the
background of what is happening today.
Alliances. Associations. Conferences
Alliances, by and large, are not well attended in sections of
South Carolina and while 33 44 ministers belong to alliances
this does not mean they are active. The alliances should be means of
civic, religious and educational opportunities for the ministers and
communities. Most ministers with whom the writer has consulted reported
that a general apathetic condition characterized the alliances to which
they belong.
Associations are groups that Baptists set up as parent bodies.
The general procedure in South Carolina is to have one association to
a county. The association is generally composed of the Woman's Conven¬
tion, the Sunday School Convention, the Laymen's Convention, and several
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Unions.. The Association is the parent body to which a Baptist church
Can choose to belong or not to belong due to the autonomous power of
the local church. Generally, the board of the association to which
the local church belongs examines and recomnends a candidate to the
local church for ordination to the ministry, A local Baptist church
can, however, ordain a man without the association's consent. This
procedure can allow the men who have no formal training to come into
the Baptist fold solely on the basis of the local church's opinion.
While formal education is not all, it is important as shown in the
study of 21 successful ministers by Dr. Ralph A. Felton who states,
"It is q.uite probable that this factor of adequate training was the
most important in determining the success of 21 ministers."^
Conferences are stated meeting of ministers, and others, invested
with the power to take action on ecclesiastical matters. In the A.M.E.Z.
Church the conference is in complete control of passing on a man's fit¬
ness for the ministry. In this study 73 of 75 churches were Baptist;
only two were A.M.E.Z. These tv;o were served by one pastor.
TABLE 11







33 11 63 0 1 0
/Baptist and Methodist Organization
^Baptist Organization
■-fMethodist Organization
■iFelton, Ralph A,, Go Down Moses. Madison, New Jersey: (Copyright
Ralph A. Felton, 1952), P« 95•
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The reason for 63 ministers belonging to associations is that they
preach in churches in different counties. As will be seen in table 12»
25 of the 35 ministers have from two to five charges.
Distribution of Seventy-five Churches
Of the ministers reporting 35 of fbe 44 in the extension classes
were preaching at stated times per month at the same church or churches.
Ten of these ministers had one church. Only one was minister to a four-
Sunday church per month. Thirteen of the ministers had two churches
each. This was the largest percentage of the ministers, and this
points up a need for consolidation and merger. It is not historical
for the Negro church to consolidate and merge; on the contrary it has
divided over personalities more q.uickly than over doctrine. In Barnwell
County for an instance, a minister who is pastor of three churches all
of which came from the same mother church says that they are more will¬
ing to die than to give up what they have. The total membership of the
three churches, the minister is sure, was not over 80. This plus the
fact that they are within three to four miles of each other.
Ten ministers have three churches, the same percentage as those
with one church. One minister has four churches, and one has five.
Five churches is the limit in this study. Table 12 shows the distribu¬
tion of churches per minister in this study.
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TABLS 12












Total 35 75 100.0
Distance of Churches From Ministers' Homes
Only five of the ministers in this study live within one mile of
their churches. This does not mean that they live in the church's
house or that the church pays the rent. Twelve ministers listed the
ministry as their first vocation according to financial importance.
(See Table 7 page 74)* Table 13 iiAiich is to follow will show that the
ministers for the most part lived away from their parishes. This indi¬
cates that the minister is no longer the "person" in the church com¬
munity.
With urbanization taking place so rapidly it is natural for the
people to decrease in the rural community. However, among Negro com¬
municants in South Chrolina, who are in driving distance to their "home
church," there is still a monthly or bi-monthly pilgrimage to that church
The ministers who reported in this study show that there are 32
churches, 42.7 per cent, that are from six to 20 miles from the ministers
residences and 13 or 17.3 P®r between 21 and 30 miles from
their residences. There eu’e 11 or 14*3 per cent of the churches that
are between 3I and 40 miles from the ministers' homes. Twelve or l6,0
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per cent of the churches are between 41 and 50 miles of the ministers'
homes; and there are two that are over 50 miles from the ministers'
homes. Thirty-eight of the churches, therefore, are over 50 miles from
the ministers' residences. One could observe from the cars driven by
the ministers to class that they are late models which could go these
distances with minimum trouble.
Since the churches of this study do not furnish the ministers a
house or pay their rent with the exception of one; the ministers lived
where they chose vdiich was nearer the jobs that gave them the steadiest
income. The table below shows the distance of the churches from the
ministers' homes.
TABLS 13






tfithin one mile 5 6.6
1 - 5 Miles 10 13.3
6 -10 tl 5 6.6
11 -15 II 9 12.0
16 -20 H 8 10.8
21 -30 n 13 17.3
31 -40 « U 14.8
41 -50 n 12 16.0
51 -6o M —ZA
Total 75 100.0
Itonber of Members in Churches
In order to ascertain the number of members that the minister leads
and to see if his influence is greatly diminished, the ministers were
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asked to list the number of members in each church. Once the minister
was the undisputed leader of the Negro race; today this leadership is
shared.
There is a total of 10,555 members reported by the 35 ministers
in these 75 churches. This is an average of ^02 members per minister
and 141 members per church. Erom an actual point of view some mini¬
sters have as low as 10 members and others have a high of 728 members.
These are estimates of members given by the ministers themselves.
Some writers feel that a church should have at least 500 numbers
to do an effective job.l Negro churches are generally small in town and
country areas, and more numerous it would seem. With the increase of
urbanization of the Negro brought on by social and economic tensions,
churches may continue to decrease. It is a privilege to have members
ccxne to hear you preach. The ministers in this study are leaders of
people, and they are worthy of the attention of the mission boards of
their denominations.
There are 42 churches that have from 10 to 100 members. This means
that over half of the ministers in this study preach to a relatively
small congregation each Sunday. The distribution of members is shown
in the following table:
^Shippey, Irederick A., Church Work in The City. (New Yorki Abingdon-
Cokesbury Press, 1952i P» 60,
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10 - 20 5 6.6
21 - 30 9 12.0
31 - 40 4 5.3
41 - 50 3 4.0
50 - 75 10 13.5
75 - 100 11 14.8
101 - 150 9 12.0
151 - 200 8 10.8
201 - 250 5 6.6
251 - 300 2 2.6
301 - 350 4 5.3
351 - 400 2 2.6
401 - 500 2 2.6
700 - 800 1 1.3
Total 75 100.0
The average mileage of the 75 churches frcxn the pastor's residence
is 22. Two churches with 85 members each are 50 and 55 miles respectively
from the ministers' residences. Two chxirches with a membership of 200
and 324 are two miles and five miles respectively from the ministers'
residences. The church that has 10 members is 22 miles fran the pastor's
residence. Seventeen or 22.6 per cent of the churches with a member¬
ship of less than 100 are over 20 miles from the pastors' residences.
Twenty-three or 3O.6 per cent of the churches with less than 100 members
are over 10 miles from the pastors' residences. Fifteen or 20.0 per
cent of the churches with over a hundred members are leas than 20 miles
from the pastors' homes.
To further understand how the ministers with two or more chiirches
got to them on the same Sunday the ministers were asked to list the
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hours of their preaching services. The findings were that 49 or 65.2
per cent of the churches had morning services only. Fifteen or 20.0
per cent had services morning and evening. Ten or I3.5 per cant had
afternoon services only; and one church or 1.3 per cent had evening
services only.
Three churches held services at lOiOO A. M. and three held them at
3tOO P. M. This arrangement gave the ministers a chance to go from one
service to another in the same Sunday. One service in the morning and
one in the afternoon seems to be quite a wear on the body of the minister.
Sixteen or 21.2 per cent of the churches had night services. Fifteen
or 20,0 per cent of these had morning services also. Many churches have
only one service per Sunday once a month. Morning services seemed to
have remained, and is the best attended of the two services. Gars, tele¬
visions, movies and cafes have had their affect on night services. The
churches in this study show that 59 or 78*8 per cent of them have no
evening services. Out of the 16 that had night services nine or 12.0 per
cent held them at 7*30 P* M., five or 6.6 per cent held theirs at 7*00 P. M.
and only two or 2.6 held theirs at 8t00 P. M. The table that follows
shows, the hours of evening services.
Table 15













According to the occupations of financial importance to the ministers,
12 listed the ministry as their “first line" of support, and 23 listed the
ministry as their "second line* of support. The total salaries listed for
33 of 35 pastors per month was $3,066.00. This means that the average
salary per pastor is $92.9-0-per month. Actually, some of the pastors
listed salaries as low as $20.00 per month and as high as $250.00. The
minister who receives the $250.00 per month is paid by the Southern
Baptist Hcane Mission Board (white). While this is so he still cuts hair
and does brick masonry work when he gets a chance.
Days Spent in I^rish Per Month
The ministers who are in the majority in this study are not resident
pastors. Th^ visit their parishes very little on weekdays. Some feel
that it is too far to go on their own expenses. Twelve parishes are not
visited at all except on preaching days, and when funerals are had on
weekdays. Nine parishes are visited one day out of the month. Sixteen
parishes are visited two days per month. Six parishes are visited eight
times-, and two are visited I6 and 20 times respectively.
The following table shows the number of days the ministers in this
study spend in their parishes:
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The people do not have a "shepherd* in a minister who is in the
parish so infrequently. How can the minister be an effective instrument
for Ood if he does not know his people in their homes? As it has already
been stated the minister is no longer the "person* in the cotnaunity that
he once has been. It is true that the minister needs an adequate salary,
and the people need a more complete ministry.
Number of Rooms in the Churches
To get a pictiire of the space the ministers had for certain educa¬
tional activities, the ministers were asked to list the number of rooms
in their churches. Fifty-four or 71»6 per cent of the churches had from
one to three rooms; these were chiefly the sanctuary, pastor's study, and
the choir's room. Sixteen or 21.6 per cent had only one room, and 15 or
20.0 per cent of the churches had two rooms. Twelve of these churches
had four rooms. Two had five rooms, and the seven other churches had
from seven to 17 rooms. That is to say that 9.8 per cent had some
semblance of educational facilities.
’Srh.en the q.uestion was asked directly; "Do you have an educational
building?" Twenty-one answered in the affirnative, and 54 answered
negatively. When it was further queried as to whether or not they had
an extra building only four churches had such according to the pastors
reporting. This means that 71 churches had no extra building for educa¬
tion. The table below shows the number of rooms in the 75 churches of
this study.
TABIS 17





















All of the ministers in the extension classes reported that they
had Sunday Schools, Rallies, and Revivals. These programs were opened
to non-members as well as members. There seemed to have been no closed
communion on the above three programs. Some ministers listed singing
conventions, recreation, picnics, religious outings, daily vacation Bible
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schools., and health clinics as programs carried on in their churches to
which members and non-members were welcome.
jBUture Plans
Thirty-one of the 75 churches are alive with new plans for the
improvement of the churches' physical plants. Seven of them plan to re¬
build, three to remodel, six to add an educational building, three were
to put in gas heat, three plan to paint, three were to put in electric
pumps, two were to pay off debts, one was to build a pastor's study, one
a vestibule and dressing room, one was planning to relocate, one was to
put a porch to the church, and one was to add a baptistry. While this
is six and one half churches shy of being half of the churches reported
by ministers in this study, it could be a meaningful indication that the
rural church is changing to more modern equipment for the house of the
Lord.
Distance of the Average Member Erom Hts Church
Many rural people have cars, to convey them to church and other places.
Those who have moved to town often go back to services at their "home
church" on preaching days. In this study, five churches had their aver¬
age members living within walking distance to the churches. Fifteen
churches had the average number living only a mile away. The average
members of 25 churches lived from two to four miles from their churches.
Seventeen churches had their members from a five to seven mile radius
in distance from them. Twelve churches had their average members between
eight and 11 miles of its doors. Only one church reported was 11 miles
from the average members.
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Over half of the members were within four miles of the churches,
yorty-five ch\irches fitted into this category. While this is quite a
hike for the most modern it is conceivable that this distance could be
walked. The following table shows the distance of the average church
member frcsn 75 churches.
TABIS 18




















It has rightly been said for the American Negro that a *Voteles3
people is a hopeless people."^ The question was asked the 44 ministers
in this study, "Have you registered to vote for 1938-1968?" In South
Carolina a citizen registers to vote every 10 years. In order to
Icommonly used and heard on Emancipation Day in South Carolina.
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qualify you must be according to the election laws of South Carolina;
A citizen of this State and the United States who:
(1) Is 21 years of age or morst
1j ‘
V
(2) Is not laboring under disabilities named in the Consti¬
tution of 1895 of this State,
(3) Shall have been a resident in the State for two years,
in the county for one year and in the polling Precinct
in which the elector offers to vote for four months
before any election,
(4) Gan both read and write any section of said Constitution
submitted to said elector by the registration officer
or can show that he owns, and has paid all taxes
collectible during the previous year on, property in
this State assessed at $300,00 or mere, and
(5) Shall apply for registration. Shall be registered:
provided, however, that
(a) Ministers in charge of an organized church and
teachers of public schools shall be entitled
to register and vote after six months' resi¬
dence in the State if otherwise qualified;....^
Twenty-one is the age one must be to register. All of the ministers
in this study are 25 years old and above. It was found that 37 had
registered anl that seven had not. The Negro is a sleeping giant in
many areas of the South, and South Carolina is no exception. If he
remains sleep, he will never know his voting strength. The ministers if
they were resident pastors possibly could influence their congregations
to register in greater numbers. The minister should also be registered
to vote himself. The real reason for the seven not registering as yet
is not known.
^Thornton, 0. Prank, (cemp.) The Slection Law Slition of 1957.
South Carolina, p. 14»
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Civil rights, and especially integration in the public schools, are
"highlighted* at present; but such things as better roads, better housing,
street lights, and sewer disposals are grave concerns in the state as
well.
CHAPTER IX
aUBJSCTS TAKEN BY THE MINISTERS
The subject that was named most freg.uently by all of the classes
was that of "Bible." The text booklets used for this course is the
Kiow Your Bible Series by Dr. Roy L. Smith. These booklets come in a
series of 12 books. It has been the experience of the writer that the
members of the class hardly get around to reading the assigned lesson
between classes although they had a six day interval for reading 10
to 15 pages. It may be due to the pain it gives them in reading as
experienced when called upon in class to do so. Here, one is presented
with the problem of lecturing and trying to interest persons who have
materials in their hands, but lack to some degree the discipline to use
it.
•Practice Preaching" is a subject most of the ministers like to the
extent that it is requested by some at the beginning of the class year.
It stands second in the frequency of subjects taken and well it may since
one should know the Bible in order to preach its nessage. Here is a class
that one needs controlled patience to teach because the very things you
ask them not to do, they do. They are forthright in telling you what
will work in their situation. This is to say that "whooping" and
"moaning" are experienced in some of the classrooms, and a certain type
of gymnastic that is supposed to indicate that the spirit is upon the
minister. "While these common errors are opposed in the teaching of the
preparation and delivery of the sermon it seems that they are words that
might as well not be said. The book used for this subject is On The
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I^eparation And Delivery of the Sermon by John A. Broadus, (ed.) by
Jesse Burton. Weatherspoon.
When the time comes for positive and negative criticisms, the members,
of the class may indicate some of the things that are questienable or
they may becoae a "fraternity" to the brother and say it was a good ser¬
mon. The teacher may question the student by asking pointedly, "What
were you trying to do with the people in that sermon?" More often than
not an expression of blankness answers the question more fully than a
reply. When the virtues and those uncalled for characteristics are
called to mind from the notations made by the teacher, the minister may
defend himself by saying of the uncalled for characteristics, "That's
all right what you are saying, but 'aunt Jane' wants some gravy. She
isn't going to pay unless you give her what she wants." Here we see
traditionalism and financial support are wrapped part and parcel in his
message.
Traditionally, he is supposed to intone a certain way to be known
as a good preacher and to be given a good "collection." This is not to
say that there is no emotion in religion, but it is to say that religion
is not all emotional. Some of the ministers will tell you that they must
make somebody shout before the people feel that they have had service.
This is accomplished by "calling the Bible roll" or starting off with the
phrase, "Early in the morning."
If "calling the Bible roll," which is starting with Abraham and
going to Jesus Christ and recounting their attributes does not cause
"rousement," then attention is turned to the graveyard where some departed
loved one lies beneath the clay. Walking down the aisles of the church
is a technique often used, so the writer is told, to induce shouting. If
the minister knows what it takes to get •aunt Jane' why is he in these
classes? The answer seems to be that the younger members of his congre¬
gation haunt him and he wants to be more sure-footed where they are
concerned.
"Bible" and "Practice Preaching" are the two main subjects being
taught in these extension classes, that is, from a majority point of
view. Some of the ministers realize their deficiency in English grammar
and they receive instruction in this along with two other main subjects
in some of the extension centers.
One person is reported to have blamed the teaching of "Church
History* as the reason for stopping class; he is reported to have said,
"It's just too rough?" While most of the men were town and country
pastors none of them reported any subjects on the rural church that
they had taken. Prom the three classes tiiat the writer was able to
teach in, and from the other three classes the teachers agree that the
students prefer an emotional type delivery from the teacher. They want
sermon suggestions and illustrations ready for use as opposed to those
which they would write out from the background of knowledge that they
have attained in the classes. This is not to say that the class is not
necessary because the contact that it affords for the local constituency
is in itself rewarding. The following table shows the subjects taken
by the ministers in these extension classes:
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TABLE 19
SUBJECTS TAKEN BY MINISTERS OF TEE
BENEDICT EXTENSION CLASSffi. DURINS A










The Church and Social Responsibility 4
a^lish Crammar 4
The Standard Sunday School 3
The Sunday School Lesson 2
SUMMARY
“Ihe Negro came historically to America against his will. He brought
with him his religious customs. These later gave way to the missionary
efforts that Christianized him. At one time his acceptance of the Christian
way caused his master to wonder in many instances whether he should hold a
Christian in bondage--the boniage of slavery.
At Silver Bluff, South Carolina the first Negro Baptist Church was
founded. Since four persona could start a Baptist church and have invested in
them its government which is known as the autonomy of the local church,
many such churches came into being. Baptist churches among Negroes spread
rapidly not only in the South, but North, Bast, and West. Churches of other
denaninations spread amoxig the Negroes also.
Many times the white missionaries had Ifegro helpers on the plantations.
These helpers were often left in charge in the absence of the missionary.
Here was possibly the beginning of in-service training for ministers among
Negroes.
Jtor the most part the slave-Negro used the same church as his master
until dissatisfaction occurred or the desire for freer expression of emotions
held sway. When Negro churches came into being it is possible that the
missionary helpers became their first pastors.
Erom the pioneer preachers it seems that many of them were trained for
the ministry in the prayer services. Some were fortunate to be nurses of
the masters' children and they were present when the masters' children were
being tutored thus receiving education by fortunate association.
Greorge Idele was the first ordained Negro Baptist preacher in the
American colonies. He was probably the first missionary frcan this country.
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He and others must have been unusual to live in the background anl shackles
of slavery, and still proclaim the gospel taught them by their white masters.
The pioneer Negro preacher is worthy of note. He tried to lead his
people and became the first leader of his race on jfanerican soil. As we
progressed to the end of the list of pioneer preachers we saw that the
better educated the minister was, the further up the ladder of attainment
he climbed.
After slavery many religious philanthropic organizations as well as
the Ereedman's Bureau sought to help the former slave with his education.
These religious organizations set up schools for ministers, teachers, and
other religious leaders for the Negro. Among the missionary schools set
up was what is now Benedict College. It was made possible by the large
gifts of Mrs. Bethsheba A. Benedict who gave in memory of her late husband.
Deacon Stephen Benedict. Benedict College's original aim was to train
ministers, and teachers for the Negroes of South Carolina.
With the opportunity for Negroes to go into other fields of endeavor,
the ministry began to share the leadership of the race. The ministry be¬
cause of its low standard of q.ualification among Negro Baptists has caused
more persons of ability, it seems, to turn to other fields that present a
challenge, and, seemingly, finance after the challenge, that will adeqtuately
support them and their families.
In Professor Dorey's report, the seminaries in the United States and
Canada graduate only about 100 Ifegro ministers each year. There is a need
for approximately 1,13.2 Negro ministers each year. It is suggested by the
writer that the bulk of the 1,132 who come in by inspiration each year are
sometimes found in extension classes such as these under the auspices of
Benedict College.
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To get a picture of the classes a typical class was taken and both
periods, as they dealt with the subjects, were given to let the reader
mentally see the situation.
The HSAPSC OF THIS STUDY is in its FINDINGS. They show the following;
1. The ministers were mostly NON-RESIIENT.
2. The ministers ENTERED the MINISTRY LATE for the most part.
3. Their EDUCATICiN ranged from the THIRD GRADE to the SECOND
YEAR IN SMINARY AFTER COLLEGE.
4. The OUTSTANDING GRADES CCMPLSTSD were the FIFTH, NINTH
AND TENTH GRADES.
5. Their "CALLS* were MYSTICAL for the most part.
6. AIL the MINISTERS were MARRIED, and only ONE DIVORCE
was ENCOUNTERED.
7. They had JOBS OTHER THAN the MIl^SIRY.
8. Only 12 out of 44 reported the MINISTRY AS: their FIRST
JOB IN THE ORDER OF FTNANCIAL IMPORTANCE.
9. The MINISTERS in the extension classes generally WERE
NOT COLLEGE GRADUATES.
10., NO MINISTER was a SMINARY C31ADUATB with the B.D. DEGREE.
11. The MINISTERS RECOGNIZED THEIR 1^33 FOR EDUCATION to cope
with the YOUNG PEOPLE who had gone to school and refused
to glory in the ministers’ "PIOUS IGNORANCE."
12. RESPONSIBILITIES kept the ministers from attending seminary
for the most part.
13. Only 44 of the 67 ministers could be found on the dates of
surveys because they were at their jobs or in attendance
at lodge meetings.
14. Over half of the 44 ministers or 59.0 per cent have never
attended the Benediet-Morris Pastors' Institute.
15. The ministers DID NOT BUY MANY BOOECS OR PERIODICALS FOR
RELIGIOUS PURPOSES. The Sunday School Conmentary was
used in some cases for sermons.
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16. The SEIMONS were also taken from INCIDS^S that INSPIRED
THBM as. they walked along the street or they were taken
from the teacher who outlined one of his sermons in the
class.
17. The ALLIANCES, ASSOCIATIONS and CCNIERSNCSS were MATTERS
OF CONCERN but the FIRST was often SPARSELY ATTENDED.
18. THIRTY-FIVE of the ministers were IN CHARGE OF 75 CHURCHES.
19. Although some of the CONGREGATIONS WERE StULL the MINISTERS
TRAVELED LCNG DISTANCES to them.
20. HOURS of preaching services were ARRANGED TO FIT the
3CHEDUIE3 OF THE MH^ISTERS as they would rush frcm one
service to another ON THE SAMS SU1®AY.
21. On an average the MINISTERS' SALARIES would be $92.90 per
month, but singularly their salaries ranged from $10.00
to $250.00 per month.
22. Several churches had EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES. The MAJORITY
of them HAD OIJE LARGE or St^ALL ROOM for preaching services..
23. RALLIES and REVIVALS were commonly mentioned as programs of
the church that were for members and non-members alike.
24. Some of the things mentioned as future plana of the church
were: ADDING WATER PUMPS, REBUILDING, RELOCATING, ADDING
GAS HEAT, and PAYING OFF DEBTS.
25. Over half of the members lived within FOUR MILES of the
CHURCHES. The rest lived from five to eleven miles from
their churches.
26. THIRTY-SEVEN out of the 44 ministers had REGISTERED TO
VOTE. Not all who have churches were registered.
27. Of the TEN SUBJECTS that were taken by the ministers,
"BIBLE" and "PRACTICE PREACHING" were the subjects taken
by the majority. No subject on the RURAL CHURCH was offered.
28. The classes are good for the continuance of good public
relations between the college and the ministers.
29. The contact with the teachers and the fellow ministers is
worthwhile in itself.
30. The need for education is found here, as well as it is
found in other places.
CONCinSION
As long as the autonomy of the local church prevails over the
Association without a moral agreement on the qualifications that every
Baptist minister should have, it is quite likely that the Baptist ministry
will be limited to men who have only their "calls" to present.
The ministers in these extension classes are limited. And under
the present circumstances the extension class is the best substitute for
the seminary discipline. Because of their responsibilities the ministers
are unable to attend seminary. They need financial aid to overcome many
of their financial handicaps. It is quite a spirit for these men of
limited "light" to try to the best of their abilities to exhort their
congregations to righteous living.
While the lecture method may be inadequate, it has its good points
also.
Real missionary zeal could aid in alleviating the distress of these
soldiers of valor who, because of divine compunction, must preach.
Recoimiendations
It seams to me that the following recommendations could, if followed,
facilitate the work of the college in its effort to help the men who
attend the extension classes.
It is recommended:
1. That the two classes that are held in the lodge halls be
moved to a more conducive building.
2. That the teacher for the extension be selected from the
immediate area of the extension class, if possible.
3. That methods in Rural Church Administration be taught.
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4* That the classes be allowed to meet at least two nights
per week in order to accommodate more people who are
in-service.
3- That the moderator of each association appoint a commission
on In-service Training for Ministers.
a. That he solicit the financial support of
Eoissionary societifis and other county
auxiliaries.
b. That he empower the commission with the
consent of the constituted body to establish




CASE STUDY OF DEACON "D*
In the study made of the six Benedict Extension Classes for in-
service ministers it was found that all persons that enrolled in the
classes vjere ministers with the exception of one deacon. It is note¬
worthy then to mention some of the characteristics of this "lone out¬
sider* as taken from this questionnaire.
Married since the age of 20 and father of three children, he was
now 37 years old. He supported his family of five by working as a
hospital aide and carpenter. Prior to that time he had worked as a
tenant farmer and with a dry cleaning establishment.
His formal education ended with the ninth grade. During his two
years in attendance with that class he took such courses as Bible.
Practice Preaching. Church History. Church Polity. English, and the
Standard Sunday School. It might be noted here that these were the
only cotirses taught in the class center at the time of his attendance
thus giving little choice for electives.
The Arnold's Highley Conmentary was listed as the single religious
periodical to which he subscribed.
His keen ch\xrch interest to do a better job as a church layman
had fostered his enrollment in this class in the first place. Building
a better Sunday School Department in his particular church was his
expressed future plan.




The class, he admitted, "was very helpful in preparing one for better
training in Christian work* and even expressed his willingness to attend
four times per week if the classes would meet that often.
APPfi®IX II
J. J. STARKS' SCHOOL OF THEOLOSY
BEtIHDICT COLLEGE
MEMORANDUM*
TO; Sponsors of Extension Centers and
Teachers of Extensions
IROM: Charles H. Brown, Dean
J. J. Starks' School of Theology
RE: Operation of Extension Centers
The J, J. Starks' School of Theology is happy to offer extension
classes on the following basis;
1. Class work begins the first week in October.
2. Two class hours, of 50-rainute periods, offer one or two
subjects, according to desires and needs of students.
3. Tuition is offered without cost.
4. Fifty per cent (50^) of transportation cost is to be paid by
students, or sponsoring organization, to be collected by the
sponsoring organization.
3. These funds are to be turned over to the extension teacher,
who will give a personal receipt to the treasurer of the
organization.
6. The college Bursar is to mail an official receipt to the
Secretary of the sponsoring organization upon payment to
the college by the teacher.
7. Students are req.uired to attend all classes punctually and
regularly, doing a grade of work that measures up to regular
scholastic standards, if credit is to be earned.
8. A record of class attendance, grades, and income collected,
by the teacher, must be kept and turned to the Dean's office
at the end of the school year.
••■Received November 26, 1958» from the J. J. Starks' School of Theology,
Benedict College, Columbia, South Carolina.
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APPSIDIX III
Ojaeationnaire For The Benedict Ministers' Extension Classes
Directions;
Please answer •Yes* or •No,* Circle, or write out as indicated below.
THIS INFORMATION IS CONFIDENTIAL.I.Home Address;
City_ State
County
Does the church furnish you a minister's house? ,
or pay the rent? or do you live in your own home with¬
out the church paying the rent? .II.What was your age on your last birthday? .III.Your Call to the ministry;
A. Age when you entered the ministry; .
B. Who or what incident in life influenced you most?
(Discuss).









Have you been ill after registering for this class?
(Yes or No). If so, how long a period?
V. Marital Status:
Are you married? (Yes or No)
At what age did you marry?
lAimber of children by first wife?




Are you a widower? .
Are you remarried? .
Number of children by second wife: .
How many are dependent upon you for their livelihood?
(Circle one). For example, 23 24 (25)














8VII.List occupations that you now have in the order of financial importance
to you including the ministry:
1. 3*
2. 4‘VIII.Education: (Circle one. For example: 23 (24) 25 26
1. Grade completed 123456789 10 11 12
2. College year completed 1 2 3 4
3. Seminary year 1 2 3 4
How many years have you attended these extension classes?
(Circle one).
123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15
’jfhat subjects have you taken? (Circle them).
1, Bible 2. Church Polity 3* Practice Preaching
4. Chxirch History 5* Pastoral Care 6, Theology
7. 0ther__
Could you attend these classes four times a week?
1. 2. NoYes
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How many of the Benedict-Morris Pastors' Institutes have you attended?
(Circle one,
123456789 10
To what religious periodicals do you subscribe?
IX. To what Ministerial Alliance do you belong?
To what Associations or Conference do you belong?
X. The Ghurchs
Your denomination
Addresses of the churches































Do you have an educational building? (Yes or No) .
Is your church program planned for active members only? .
If your program includes non-members as well list the type of programs that you have during the
year that include them? (Such as; Revivals, Rallies, Recreation, Health Clinics, etc.)
1. 2. 3.
U. 5. 6.
What are your future plans for the churches? (Such as: merging,
relocating, remodeling, rebuilding, etc.)
How far do the average number of your members live from the church?
(Circle approximate mileage). Example, 11 (12) I3.
^23436789 10 or Mies.
XI. Miscellaneous:
Have you registered to vote for 1958-1988? (Mark X)
1 • Ye s 2. No
To what fraternal organization do you belong?
1. ^fe^sons 3* Other2. Knights of lythias 6.3. Odd Fellows 7.4 ^Hlks 8.
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Itete of interview^ Interviewer
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